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OBITUARY.

Jeva Maude Fry, oldest daughter of Frascis R. and Carrie M.
Mr. A. C. Rannal and family
Fry, was born near Corydon, Iowa
have returned to their claim from Feb.
33, 1878. She departed this
Wellington Texas where they hive life at San Jon, New Mexico, Nov.
been for several months.
18. l9n.
She, apparently, was
in
health
usual
and with work in
Mr. ard Mr. Siabert r.rd three
band
to
started
the home of her
chi'dren arrived here Wednesday
which
but a short diswas
All kinds of legal work properly Wanted 50 tons of well matured from Illinois.
Sister,
Mr. Keoniky met
when
tance
the summons
away,
executed at this office. Notary beaded maize. Will pay $ 12.5
them here and drove them to his
came, ane has answered trie can,
Public in the office.
per ton.
bis place near Porter.
Z. T. McDiniel.
and is not, for God hath taken her.
Walter Pollard and Mr. Gilber
visited our new store, "Weep not that her tell I over,
Have
you
Geo. Cathy and Mr. Grider of
of Norton made San Jon a visit
make it your headquarteis while Weep not that ber race Is run,
Grady were San Jon visitors Wed
. -- up.naa.
God grant that we may rest as calmly
Sunday night and Monday.
Tucumcari'
in
nesday aud Thursday.
When our work like hers is done;
Mr. C. F Laur of Joliet Illinois
A. A. Clinesmith oi Bard was
FOR SALE
Till then we will yield with gladnewt
a business visitor here Tuesday. was in San Jon looking over the
Our treasure to Him to keep,
Team, Waqon and Harness
country Tuesday.
And rejoice In the sweet assurance,
tor sale cheap if sold at once.
C. C. Reed and family visited
He gUeth Ills beloved Jkep."
McDaniel's
Z.
Mr.
and
at
Mu. Hugh Home and
f.
Inquire
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C.F.
two children visited the cap rock store.
During the pastorate of the Rev.
Alsdorf Sunday.
Geo. M. Hughes she was conSunday and spent the day finding
Mr. and Mrs. William Retd verted and united with
-Mrs. Chas. Wooten came in on a Christmas Tree.
the, church.
are
ot
making
Ohio,
from
Tex
Pikuville,
train
the
Tuesday night
She was ever afterward a devoted
Miss Nettie Ferguson visited tneir son. C. C. Retd, and his
as, where she has been for some
She
and zealous church worker.
with friends at Bard last week and family aud extended visit. To
time.
in
San
the
Jon
Snnday ,
the fore part of this week. Mrs. arrived 1 nesday alter noon and taught
School as long as she was able.
Male chapmans hardware store R. M. Home came to San Jon
sui prised C C. wao was nut ex The
beauty of Christ's spirit shone
He sell every with ber
your headquarters.
uoiul lhmsday.
ih.m
Tuesday.
pecuog
out in her everyday life, which
thing in the hardware line. See
was filled with loving labors for
160
A
farm
mile
acre
half
one
aminicion.
his stock of guns and
Ever forgetful of
all about her.
from town, good two room house
of
Resolutions
Horace Trickey, son of Rev. ine land with
Respect.
lived
she
for the happiness
herself,
living water, and
and Mrs. J. A. Trickey, arrived only $10.00 per acre on easy terms,
of those about her, always seekAt a meeting of the L. M.
He has been
home Tuesday.
See the Valley Land Co.
ing rather to minister than to be
of San Jon, the lollowing re
Club
he
in
where
Colorado
ministered to. Sbe was graduated
workirg
solutions where adopted;
Mr. A. C. Richardson of Coffeey-viHcame from to here.
from the Corydon High School in.
Kanfs came in the first of Whereas, our Heavenly Father, 1898. It was during her senior
Rru'e Cannack came in fro-- the
to visit his parents who in bis love and wisdom, has seen
year at school that she was taken
soiuh' Tt x.ts Saturday to viiit a live six mi'es north ol town.
tit to permit the removal from our sick.
Sbe went to Colorado,
interfew days and look after
midst of our loved and honored where sbe
pent one yaar in hopes
Mr C. T Wi.kf-fielests here.
formerly
sister, Jeva Fry;
of
regaining her health, then to
of the V.il'ey writes bi k
W. E. Fine left Snnday morn- citizen
Therefore be it
Ashville and Columbns, N. C.
from Waco Texas m kirn inquiry
ing for Pampa, Texas, where he
in the death of Miss where she lived for seven years,
That
ist.
after the wel laie ol his riijhhrs
is working with a threshing
Jeva Fry pur club has suffered the making a heroic battle against the
and friends.
loss of an honored and loved mem dread disease, tuberculosis. Six
...? "V..ber, who's absence will be greatly years ago sbe took a claim" at San ..
felt in our meetings.
Jon, N. M., where shs lived near
2nd. That we hereby record our her sister, Mrs. J. T. White, un- appreciation of her contented till she was called home to her
Those who knew ber
cheerful and helpful association Savior.
and came in
most intimately,
while among us.
Christ-lik- e
with
her
touch
life,
3rd. 1 hat also we record our
high esteem ot her character and which she lived, have gotten a
service, setting us a worthy ex clearer idea of what it means to
live unselfishly.
In sadness of
ample to like noble endeavor.
her
because
heart,
geniel
presence
4tn. inat we hereby express
with them no more, yet they
is
our sense of our loss in ber dearh,
00k up and say,
feeling sure our loss is her gain.
"You followed through the quest of
Thursday, December 28th
5th. That we extend to the belife
reaved ones our heartfelt sympathy
7:30 p. m. Orginization.
The light that shines above
in their grief, of which we also
The tumult and the toll of men
8:00 p. m. Introductory Sermon by Elder J. W
share.
And shows us what we love.
Lawing.
6th. That a copy of these re Rliiht
loyal to the best you knew,
solutions be spread on our minutes
Friday, December 29th
Reality or dream,
a copy furnished each of the local
9.30 a. m. Devotional by Pastor, Elder J. P.
You ran the race, you fought the
papers and a copy furnished the
terson.
fight,
bereaved loved ones.
You
followed still the gleam."
Work
of
10:00 a. m. Discussion
our State
by
( Mrs. C. F. Marden
W.
E.
Elder
Secretarv. Elder E. P. Alldrrdgr-She leaves to mourn, a mother,
Committee. Mrs. J. H. Alley.
Dawn and Elder E. M. Waller.
B.
( Mrs. I. L. Fowler. a father, three brothers, F.
11:00 a. m. What are distinctive Biptist nrincip'es?
Fry, S. A. Fry and Alba Fry, all
of Corydon, also three sisters,
ntid, Why should they be taught? Elder W. P.
Mrs. J. T. White of San Jon,
Woodard
LITERARY PROGRAM
Weeks, Elder I. D Co.irj, Elder Horace
New
Mexico, Mrs. E. A. Kimmel
and Co!. A. S R aves.
The
Literary Society met last of Okland, Cal.'and Mrs. W. R.
2,'OOp. m. Devotional, Elder B. Q. Masseee.
night and an excellent Evans of Humes ton, la.
Saturday
2:30 p. m. Setting up of Church of Christ, by Mist
was
aivea. 1 be weather
program
sionary, Eider H. P. Haley, Elder E. M. Waller,
Alas good and there was a good
and Rev. T. J. Irwin.
attendance. Below is the program
Her View of It.
3:00 p. m. The Church in History. Elder J. W. Law.
The childish daughter of the house
to be given Saturday night, Dec
had been sent into the parlor to
ing, Elder S. W. Sherrod, Elder W. S. Saunders.
ember 9th: i
the unexpected guest. The
7:30 p. m. Devotional by Bro. J. D. Griffiths.
Recitation
.Lillie McDaniel woman Inquired, by way of making
child's
Recitation
Nathen Mafden. conversation, where waa theschool
8:00 p. m. Temperence Discussion led by Elder Horof
brother. "He's gone to the
Allen Campbell. minister to be pagtorlzed," she waa
ace Woodard, Robert Shannon, S. W. Sherrod,
Song...
Lucile Jennings. respectfully Informed.
Recitation
Peter Laratsou. Discussion open. Talks limited
Mrs. Alsdorf.
to ten minutes after first speech.
Reading.
He Should Remember It'
Recitation
Atkinson
Evelyn
Scientists should remember that a
Saturday, December 30th
A.
Atkir.
J.
'
Song
grasshopper can Jump 200 timet He
Recitation
Belle Jordan. own length. This fact should be re
All day singing, M. W. Walker, Presidnt of Quay
Recitation
Arthur Bax'ey. membered by the collegian wbo
County Singing Convention, in charge.
thinks be is going to be needed in the
Recitation
Leroy Trickey. world because be has broken the
7:30 p. m. Devotional led by Bro. J. L. Branham.
Geo. Branham. umplhg record. Chicago Record-He- r
Song
8:00 p. m. Question Box.
Recitation
Marvin Whitton. ald.
December
1st.
3
Mrs. Denton.
Sunday,
Reading
What He Saved.
Resolved
the souththat
Debate;
9:30 a. m. Song Service.
Pathetic as well as amesing Is the
ern portion of the United States valedictory of a western editor:
10:30 a. m. Sunday School lesson.
offers greater attractions to the 'With grateful acknowledgment to tar
11:00 a. m. Preaching by Elder E P. Alldredge.
farmer than the northern portion. friends and benediction upon the proSinging in the Afternoon.
fession, I take my bat the savings
Affirmative; Marvin Whitton, of IT years in the newspaper field
8:30 p. m, -- Missionary Sermon by ElderH. P. Hale
and retire."
J, A. Atkins andC. C. Reed.
Griffiths, Mrs. Mamlo. Griffiths.
Negative; Chas. Alsdorf, Homer
Jordan and Geo. E. Sale.
Subscribe for the Sxntimei.
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MEXiro.

Airs. M. Mit.n was taken very
seriously ill Saturday, late reports
indicate a speedy recovery.
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ififlh Sunday Meeting of the
Northeastern Baptist dissociation to be held with the
Missionary i&aptist Church at San Son, iNew Sfex.
tlBible Schodl and

i

ttible School beginning Sunday nigh.t December the
24th and running through to Thursday afternoon.
On
Thursday at 7,.'I0 p. ni. will begin the discussion In connection with the Fifth Sunday Meeting as indicated be'ow.
The public is cordially Invited to all these services and
to take part in all discussions.
Elder W, S. Saunders will be In chargo of the Hible
School. Elder Saunders Is employed by our Association for
t,his work, and for which he is admirably fitted.

..

Subjects to be considered in Bible School.

,

1st
3
4

5
ft

8-

'J

24
25 -"- Godly

God and his Attri- butes.
The Unity of the "God
Head."
The Trinity of the
"God Head."
"The Holv Ghost."

26

Father."

32

--- "Tbe

"The Son."

Redeemed
of Man.

13

Life."
"Sanctification."
"Holiness."
Bible
17
18 Modern "Holiness."
16

21

Illumination.
Mind Illumination.
Soul Illumination.

22

"Begetting."

19

20

-

-

"Redemption."
"Pardon."
"Forgiveness."
"Eternal Salvation"

Second coming ot
Christ.
36 Millennial Sign of
Christ.
37 Salvation of Jews.
38 End of Time.
39 Communion.
How often taken.
When taken.
For what purpose.
40 Baptism.
Act of Baptism.
Design of Baptism.
Legal Baptism.
"The Mark of the
41
35

The

The Covenent of
Grace.
The Covenant of the
14
Law.
i5 Signs of "Eternal

31

34-

of Man.

State

Sorrow."

"Repentance."
"The Power of the
27
Blood."
23
"Justification."
uo "Remission."

33

The Primeval State
of man.
The Fallen State
11
10

12

"Quickening."
"Birth"

23

"Life"
"Death."

a

7-

Teaching

1

Beast."
"Tne Plan of the
Ages."
Committee, J. P. Masterson, J

.

........

42

D.

,1

The Molt Truth.
"How do

you

desr?"

Ilka

my doughnuts,

She aaked: "ain't they divine?'
"They surely are," ber husband
gulped;
"The bolea are limply fine."

SAVE
Disk

at

SOIL

UOISTURE

Soon at the Binder
Cut the Grain.

Hat

Had Taatad It.

"Ever implied powder, young man?"

demanded the Major.
Land Plowed Whan Moist Will Always
"No" said the cadet, "but I've
In Good Mechanical Condition,
taated It many a time."
If Followed
Particularly
And then be invited another girl to
Qulokly
by Harrow.
It out a dance.
The Way to Send It.
Reverend Gude The question la
brethren, how ahall we Bend salvation
to the FIJI Islandat
Deacon Tlghtwadde Though I am
not intimately familiar with the present 'case, i would suggest that we
Bend it collech

How should the average loam soil
treated to hold the largest amount
of Boil moisture? Disk as soon as the
binder has cut the grain. Thla will conserve much soil moisture that would
otherwise be lost by evaporation. The
chief objection to this method Is that
be

LIVE STOCK ON

A

DRY

FARM

Homesteader Should Have Two Cows
and One or Two Breed Mares Also
rood Sow and Pew Hens,
For some time after the homesteader locates on bis dry farm, be
Is not going to
keep much live stock
for a time. His first tffort will be
centered, and rightly so, on the growing
of grain. Uut In time that must change.
Some live stock must be kept upon the
dry farm.
In what form will It be kept? It
will not be easy to answer that question, conditions vary so much. But
something may be said on it When
the homesteader goes onto the dry
farm, if he has a family, he should
not fall to take with him his one cow,
says the Dakota Farmer. Two will
answer bis purpose better. He can
graze them for nothing the first
summer on his own land If there
Is no open range. He should have at
least one or two brood mares In bis
outfit of horses, and these should be
carrying foal. Tbey can aid in doing
his work and also in nursing the foals,
He should bring with him half
dozen fowls and a brood sow. In this
way a large part of the living for him'
self and his family will be furnished
at but little cost The first season
he should grow enough food to carry
these through the winter.
In most instances, the plan followed
is quite different The homesteader
buys his living the first season. He
pays famine prices for it Such ma
tenais are always dear In a new
country. Every effort, therefore, should
be made to avoid purchasing as far as
this may be practicable.
It should be remembered, however,
that live stock cannot be kept on the
dry farm in such numbers as on the
farm of equal area In humid climates.
This cannot be done for the reason
that that the production Is less in the
line of fodder and also in the line of
The production In ory
pasture.
areas Is peculiar. The straw is of a
dwarfish cast, while the grain Is usu
ally abundant. The dry land farmer
cannot be too careful not to overstock
lest an unusually dry season should
find him ill prepared to meet It
v

It takes a lot of power in harvest
An Exciting Place.
time and in many cases the extra exMunich Traveler to Native But penditure of labor will be too great
don't you find it a bit dull here?
for th fanner to endure, who has
"Dull, is it? Dlvll a bit. sorr; sure
a ralsonable man can find all the this year's crop to save. Whether
land has been disked or not it
heigbth of diversion Just slttin' here the
bo plowed as early In the fall
should
watchin' the thraina go by."
aa possible when it Is as wet as tt
"And how many trains are there
Is at present Land plowed when
day?"
"Just the wan, sorr."
moist as It Is now will always be in
good mechanical condition, particularHa Had Hia Suspicion.
If followed by the harrow, the
One day a farmer member of the ly
same day It is plowed. The soil Is
Ohio bouse displayed, inadvertently, a
then broken
and compacted much
large roll of bills in the Neil house better than Ifup
the
lumps are allowed
in
member
fellow
A
lobby.
gased
to dry In clods. It Is Just as essen
awe at the show of wealth.
"I Just sold a drove of hogs," ex tlal to harrow the same day you plow
plained the farmer member rather as It Is to set concrete the day you
mix It In many cases the subsoil
hastily and confusedly.
The observing one was thoughtful. packer or corrugated Iron roller
He did not reply for the half a minute should follow the plow to compact
usually essential to the
sub
beat of his mental process. And then: the furrow slice down upon the
"Ya-as,- "
he drawled, "and I'll bet soil; this should always be done the
day the land Is plowed while the fur
I'm one o' them bawgs."
row slice Is moist
Fixing up the Settlement
Sandy soils that are Inclined to blow
"Well, we've divided up the money, should generally be left for spring
the automobiles and the dogs equit- plowing. Such soils should generally
ably," said the divorce lawyer.
be disked lightly In the fall aa this
"Who gets the custody of the
a mulch on the field, thus prechild?" aaked the attorneys for the puts
venting
evaporation of soil water to
other side.
an
extent It also buries many
quite
"Is there a child? My client never
weed seeds and gets them to germ In
said anything to me about that!"
ate In the fall. Should the remainder
Washington Herald.
of the season be wet, vast numbers of
A Turning Worm.
wild oats, mustard, wild buckwheat
"See that measuring worm crawling and other seeds will be started and
up my skirt!" cried Mrs. BJenks.
will be destroyed by frost.
"That 8 a sign I'm going to have a
Corn fields should be disked shallow PREVENT LOSS OF MOISTURE
new dress."
as
soon as the corn is
the disk
"Well, let him make it for you," should follow the bindercut,
or else the One of Great
growled Mr. BJenks. "And while he's
Principles of Dry Farm
about it, have him send a hookworm corn should be shocked up In straight
Ing Is to Avoid Loss of Water
to do you up the back. I'm tired of rows and the disk can then be used
by Evaporation.
to good advantage between the shock
the Job." Liverpool Mercury.
rows.
A mulch Is anything applied to the
The Way of It.
Remember next year may be anoth surface of the soil, primarily for the
The street car was held up while er
dry year, with more or less hot purpose of preventing evaporation and
the coal was deposited in a cellar.
winds.
If the subsoil contains plenty occasionally to keep down weeds and
old
After fifteen miuutes the irate
gentleman could stand it no longer. of water these conditions will not avoid winterkilling of plants, writes J.
"Great guns!" he exploded to the mc-- harm the crop. A small quantity of Freer in the New England Hometorman. "This is the worst I ve seen water stored in the soil this fall, by stead. There are two general kinds
I suppose they means of the disk or early fall plow- of mulches:
yet in this town!
couldn't make that wagon six inches ing, together with what falls next
Foreign material, such as straw,
Bhorter, now, could they?"
year, may take the crop through three leaves, sawdust, manure, stubble and
"If they did, I reckon it wouldn't or four very severe
days next July, sand applied to the surface.
hold the eighteen hundred pounds of where
Those composed ;of natural soil
crops not aided by an extra
coal they're giving us for a ton thesf
store of water In the soli may fall.
modified by tillage. One of this kind
days!"
Last September six Inches of rain is called "dust mulch" or "dust blankfell at Hazelton. Land plowed after et," and is simply a layer of soli
A Dangerous Drink.
Judge Ben B. Lindsey, the noted re- this and harrowed three times at in- which has been loosened up and dried
former of Denver, was lunching one tervals to keep the mulch in good out. Mulches of foreign material play
day it was very warm when a poli- shape was full of water this spring. a very small part In general farming,
tician paused beside his table.
Wheat planted on such land will prob- but are extensively used in hortlcul
"Judge," said the politician, "I see ably yield over 20 bushels per acre, ture In some localities.
a
drinkin'
hot cawfee. That's
you're
The principle of the mulch Is
although the rainfall for June and
heatin' drink."
July was but 3.36 Inches, 2.00 Inches Loose, dry material covering wet soil
"Yes," said Judge Lindsey.
"Oh, yes. In this weather you want of this fell In one hour, so that much retards the movement of water to the
iced drinks, Judge sharp, iced drinks. of It ran off and the balance was In surface, and keeps the dry, circulat
Did you ever try iced gin and ginger light showers that did but little good. ing air from contact with the moist
ale?"
The temperature was from 95 to 100 soil, thereby greatly reducing the loss
"No," said the Judge, smiling, "but degrees for five days in succession, of water. The finer the mulch the
I've tried several fellows who have. ' with
strong winds blowing from the looser It must be to give good results
south. Fields across the road not Ordinary soil mulches two to three
The Danger of Beauty.
Elizabeth Marbury was talking at treated to conserve the soil moisture inches adeep are usually most effective.
the Colony club about beauty doctors. were a total failure because the crops When mulch becomes wet its effec"The papers and magazines are full had no stored water to sustain them tiveness is gone until It dries out.
A quantity of water retained by
of their advertisements,"
she said. through their hour of extreme need.
"They must make a great deal of The whole secret of dry farming Is cultivation Is of far greater value even
to save the soil water when you have where water Is plentiful than the
monay,u
"But, Mia Marbury," said a young It North Dakota Extension Bulletin. same amount applied to the soil. One
u cman lawyer, "I have heard that
of the great principles of dry farm'
beauty treatments are dangerous."
ing Is to keep a good mulch on the
"Well, you might call them danger- ESSENTIAL FACTOR IN WHEAT soil all the time to prevent loss of
ous in a way," Miss Marbury agreed.
water by evaporation.
"I know, for example, a very rich Best Hard Variety Is Produced With
widow of 62 years. She took a course
Limited Rainfall Changing
DAIRY NOTES.
of ten beauty treatments
and last
Character of Grain,
month married her boy chauffeur."
The dairy cow pays the biggest
The controlling factor In the proThe Natural Product.
for extra care.
Is
of
duction
wheat
Westmoisture.
The schoolmistress was examining
Milk
to be kept longer than over
ern Kansas and the plains country In
her pupil3 before some visitors.
should be cooled to SO degrees
"Who knows what useful article is general produces the best hard winter night
furnished for us by the elephant?" she wheat because the rainfall in this or under.
Dairying Is becoming one of the
asked.
region is limited. The soil is rich In
"Tory," was the prompt reply of mineral matter, producing wheat that most substantia industries conencted
nenrly all.
ripens quickly and makes a strong with farming.
"And what do we get from the flour.
Sore teats will also cause some
whalo?"
In Minnesota and the Dakotas sim- cows to switch their tails into the
"Whalebone," annwered several.
milker's face.
"Quite right. And what from the ilar conditions as to moisture and a
By using alfalfa Judiciously even if
shorter summer produce the bard
senl?"
must be bought at $22.50, cows can
It
In
used
wheats
flour
spring
wax,"
Peter.
making
"Sealing
replied
famous the world over for its hlgn be fed to earn money.
Ideas.
loaf yield and well flavored bread.
The good cow is the home builder,
HOMESEEKERS
EXCURSION
The best bard wheat Is produced the soil saver, the rich man's luxury
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
with a limited rainfall, but there are and the poor man's friend.
MEXICO POINTS DURseasons when the supply of moisture
Watch the feeding of the calf, espeING 1911.
Is too short.
cially of the young heifer, so that no
On the first and third Tuesdays of
If either the hard winter or spring digestive disorders will occur.
each month during the entire yea.
wheat belt experienced heavy rainfall
Milk quickly takes up any kind of
The Colorado and Southern Railway will Hell round trip homeseekers' for a single season the character of odor In the air if the temperature of
It would the atmosphere Is the temperature of
excursion tickets to a great many the wheat would change.
points in New Mexico and Texas at gain in starch and lose In gluten con- the milk.
greatly .reduced rates. Final limit tent Occasionally there is a season
If cabbages are fed to dairy cows
25 days allowing
liberal stop-ove- r
in the hard wheat section In which after milking, they will not taint the
privileges. For detailed information, the rainfall is far above normal, while
milk, as happens when they are fed
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colo- the wheat is filling out,
resulting In before milking.
rado and Southern agent or address T. Blow
ripening. This produces "yelWhen a sow suffers from chronic
B. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
low berry" a starchy, yellow kernel bloat on feed that does not
Denver, Colo.
cause
that reduces the bread producing qual- bloat in the other cows tuberculosis
d
HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
ities at the rate of 12 or more
often Is the cause.
loaves to the barrel.
LEADVILI.E. COLORADO.
It is feeding at a loss to supply the
Specimen pricee: Gold, liver, laid, fl
Wer, 76c; old, too; lno or copper, $1,
protein a cow needs entirely with
Italllnc enrefopee and full price llat eeat on
Control and umpire work ao- wheat bran when It could be furnished
Weaning the Lambs.
application.
llcited. Reference: Carbonate National Bank
The ewe Iambs that are to be kept in alfalfa at half the cost.
at
Be reasonable, don't expect your
I nni Dealer In all kind of BUB. for breeders should be weaned
I. LUUA
CHAWDIHE. Mammoth eata-leabout four months' old. Put the ewes cow to give you a large mess of rich
mailed free. Cor. llth A Bleke. Denver.
on short dry feed for a few days to milk unless you furnish ber material
stop milk. Watch the adders, as It to make It of, as well as a comfortmay be necessary to draw some milk able place to do It
from the heavy milkers. Grain the
Do not let the sire run In the pas--a Ml .JaV
NEW AMD MLUABU MTMrMTION
owes lightly as soon as they are dry. ture with the cows. It Is unwise, as
TtUeefM
Wnmt
Some grain from now on is necessary well as unsafe. There is nothing
KM !
fen M lilMM (KM
eaaea LitTaVKeuaervM. M
and will pay well In the next crop of that recommends the practice and
much that condemns It
lambs.
one-poun-
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Equivocal.

In the hands of a woman the no
der rag Is mightier than the sword.

"Gladys ran t hide th
r
hulr yHow."
dye

fact that Mie
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"You dmi't siippoH. do
she could keep it durk?"
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UW, altaje pain, anna wlm eullo, tU a butU

Even the prude has occasional
thoughts that she likes to think.
Constipation ratines and ernoiwly
many di't'aeen. It n thorouKlily
cured by lh 1'ierce'e Pellet. Tiny
agirra-vate-

a
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Marriage Is a contract and there
of contract Jumpers.
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dye any garment without ripping apart.
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TROUBLE

DANGEROUS

".

Tree Destroyers.
Porcupines are good climbers, and
when unable to get enough apples
to the ground, swarm a
tree and cut down the finest bearing
limbs as quickly and neatly as a beaver can sever the trunk of a young
hemlock. Besides that, when other
food Is scarce tbey nibble the bark
off young apple trees, and can destroy
a newly planted, orchard in a short
time. They also are a great enemy to
the young spruce, but why they cut
them Is a mystery, as It is not found
that they even eat the tenderest
shoots.

VARIETY.

How Could the Listener Know What
His Friend Was Trying

wind-blow-

to 8ay?

If any man ever admired his wife,
was Howler. And when the
Fltzboodles asked Mrs. Howler to get
up and sing, "There 1b a Garden in
My Face," the husband glowed with
pride.
No matter that she had a face like
a hippopotamus and a voice like an
elephant, he sat beaming as she sang,
and could not refrain from bending
over to his neighbor and whispering:
Don't you think my wife's got a fine

that man

Proved.
no question about It," said
Scrlbbleigh. "England Is the place
for an author to live in who wishes to
write perfect English. We become
merely the expression of our environment, after all, and I wish to do my
work In an atmospnre in which the
language I use for the expression of
my ideas is spoken in all i?s prestino
purity. Do you not agree with me,
Lord, MIggjetpn?.",. "By Jowvel 'you're bally right, old
top!" replied his lordship. Harper's
,
Weekly.

'There's

volceT"

"Whatr said

hlB

neighbor,

who

was a little deaf.
"Don't you think my wife's got a
fine volceT" repeated Howler.
"What?"
Caroline She may be a gossip, but
"Don't you think my wife's got a
I believe she tells the truth.
fine voice?" roared Howler.
Pauline Mt dear, the truth is fre
the neighbor,
"Sorry!" returned
shaking his head. "Can't hear a word quently the worst form of gossip imag
you say. That awful woman over inable.
there Is making such a frightful row
Wasted Blessings.
singing."
Aunty (Just arrived) Bless your
sweet heart!
How Fldo Lost Out.
Marie You needn't waste any of
'My girl used to think a lot of ber
Aplcultural.
pug dog, but I've managed to get the your blessings on him, aunty.
Mother Yes, Johnny, the queen be
Aunty Him? Who?
edge on him since we married."
is boss.
Marie My former sweetheart. We're
"How did you work it?"
Johnny How about the presidential
"Fldo wouldn't eat her cooking, and mad at each other now. Judge.
bee?
I did."
Some men have a
Few Hens in England.
preju
Every time you meet a grouch hand dice against giving up their place to a
England has one hen to the aero
it a lemon.
woman in a crowded car.
of territory.
well-seate- d

We "Get a Sl&p

The big coffee trust, made up of Brazilian
growers and American importers, has been trying

I'

various tactics to boost the price of coffee and get
more money from the people.
Always the man who is trying to dig extra
money out of the public pocket, on a combination,
hates the man who blocks the game.
Now comes a plaintive bleat from the "exasperated" ones.
The

Journal of Commerce lately said: "A

ring circular has just been issued to the
trade." The article further says:

Brazilian

stir-

Coffee

coffee

Grower

"The coffee world is discussing what is to be
the future of coffee as a result of the campaign
of rniseducation carried on by the cereal coffee
people. We have before us a letter from one of
the largest roasters in the South asking what ran
be done to counteract the work of the enemies
of coffee.

"The matter should have been taken up by
the Brazilian Gov't when they were completing
their beautiful valorization scheme."
Then the article proceeds to de
nounce Postum and works into a
fine frenzy, because we have pub
Hshed facts regarding the effect of
coffee on some people.
The harrowing tale goes on.
"Where a few years ago every
body drank coffee, several cups a
day, now we find In every walk In
life people who imagine they can
not drink It. (The underscoring is
ours.) Burly blacksmiths, carpen
ters, laborers and athletes have dis
continued or cut down the use of
coffee; as there is not a person
who reads this and will not be able
to find the same conditions existing
among his own circle of acquaintances. Is it not well for the Brazilians to sit up and take notice?"

Isn't it Curious

these

"bur-ly- "

strong men should pick out coffee to"lraaglne" about? Why not
"imagine" that regular doses of
whiskey are harmful, or dally slugs
of morphine?
If "imagination" makes the caffeine in coffee clog the liver, depress the heart, and steadily tear
down the nervous system, bringing
on one or more of the dozens of
types of diseases which follow
broken-downervous
systems,
many people don't know It
But It remained for the man who
has coffee, morphine or whiskey
to sell, to have the supreme nerve
to say: "Ton only Imagine your
disorders. Keep on buying from
me
n

Let us continue to quote from his
article.
"Notwithstanding the enormous
increase In population during the
past three years, coffee shows an
appalling decrease In consumption."
Then follows a tiresome lot of
statistics which wind up by show
ing a decrease of consumption in

two years of, in round figures, two
hundred million pounds.
Here we see the cause for the at
tacks on us and the Brazilian
sneers at Americans who prefer to
use a healthful, home-madbreak
fast drink and incidentally keep the
money In America, rather than
send the millions to Brazil and pay
for an article that chemists class
among the drugs and not among
the foods.
Will the reader olease remam- ber, we never announce that coffee
"hurts all people."
Some persons seem to have ex
cess vitality enoueh to ubb rnftv.
tobacco and whiskey for years and
apparently do none the worse, but
the number is small, and when a
sensible man or woman finds an ar
ticle acts harmfully they exercise
some degree of Intelligence hv
dropping It
Wo quote again from the article:
"These figures are paralrzlna
but correct being taken from
Leech's statistics, recognized
tha most reliable."

This Is one of the highest compliments ever paid to the
ed, common sense of Americans
who cut oft about two hundred million pounds of coffee when they
found by actual experiment (In the
majority of cases) that the subtle
drug caffeine, In coffee, worked discomfort and varying forms of disease.
Some people haven't the character to stop a habit when they know
it Is killing them, but It Is easy
to shift from coffee to Postum, for,
when made according to directions.
it comes to table a cup of beverage,
seal brown color, which turna to
rich golden brown when cream Is
added, and the taste is very lika
the milder grades of Old Gov't Java.
Postum In a veritable
and highly nourishing, containing
all the parts of wheat carefully pre
pared to which Is added about ten
per cent of New Orleans molasses,
and that Is absolutely all that
Postum Is made of.
Thousands of visitors to tha nnra
food factories see the
ingredlentB
and how prepared. Evnrv nnnv
and corner Is open for every visitor to carefully Inspect Crowds
come daily and seem to
enjoy it;
level-head-

food-drin-

k

"There's a Reason"

u

Postum Cereal Company, Limited
Battle Creek, Michigan
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DANQIR tlONALt.

FOR

8lck kidneys give unmistakable ilr
aala of distress. Too frequrnt or scanty
urinary passages, backache, hsadacba
nd dlssy spells
of dlaordsred kid
fieri. Ntgiect of
thai warnings
may prove fatal.
Begin using Doan'a
Kidney Pills. Tbay
euro alck kidneys.
Mrs. M. A. Gam-bllRussellvllle,
Ark., says: "I waa
In aucb bad abap
from kidney dia-ease tbat I far
up bope of recovery. There were decided dropsical aymptoma, my beart
palpitated violently and tbe pains in my
back almost drove me frantic. After
doctoring without benefit, I began taking Doan'a Kidney Pills and wben I
had uaed two boxes, I was as well a
ever.
"Wben Tour Back Is Lame, Remember tbe Name DOAN'S." 60c,all stores.
roster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
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EVEN

IN THE DEEP.

JUDICIAL REFORM

PRESIDENT TAPT't POSITION
SANE ANO SAFE.

bear tbat; Mr. Black
Bass couldn't get on the police force.
Mr. Eel No, they drew the color
line on him.
MRS. SELBY AND PRIZE BABY
I

"I have always used Cuticura Soap
and no other for my baby and he has
never had a sore of any kind. He
does not even chafe as most babies
do. I feel sure that it is all owing to
Cuticura Soap, for he is fine and
healthy, and when five months old,
won a prize in a baby contest It
makes my heart ache to go into so
many homes and see a sweet-facebaby with tbe wbole top of its bead
a solid mass of scurf, caused by poor
soap. I always recommend Cuticura,
and nine times out of ten the next
time I see tbe mother she says: 'Oh!
I am so glad you told me of Cuticura.' "
(Signed) Mrs. O. A. Selby, Redondo
Beach, California, Jan. 15, 1911.
Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold everywhere, a sample
book, will be
of each, with
mailed free on application to "Cuticura," Dept. 20 L, Boston.
d

e

The public has an inconsiderate way
of remembering the prophet when the
prophecy falls, and of forgetting him
when it comes true.
Ten emilea for a nickle. Alway buy
Red Croud Bag Blue; have beautiful clear
white clothe.
"A wife," says the sage brush sage,

"has to have a lot more patience to
let the cat in and out than she has for
her i Msband, because if she didn't the
cat would leave."
There are still a few legitimate ways
of acquiring wealth.

MY

Grave
With the "Recall" Would
Allow
Would
That
Jurists
Danger
Fsar of Popular Disapproval te
Influence Decisions.

President Taft's criticism of Judicial
procedure in America comes with
force and weight The critic is not
only president of the United States,
but also a Jurist of tbe highest standing, and one who has held high Judicial position.
Not long ago the president drew
upon himself considerable censure for
vetoing the Arizona statehood bill because of tbe Arizona constitutional
provision for tbe recall of Judges.
Many Americans who are earnestly
opposed to tbe Judicial recall idea felt
that Arizona's constitution was Arizona's business, and tbat Mr. Taft was
not warranted in Interfering.
In bis remarks at St Louis Mr.
Taft made it clear why he opposes
the Judicial recall and why he went
so far as to veto the statehood bill.
He does not believe in the infallibility
of Judges. He does, on the contrary,
believe there should be some easy and
proper method of removing unfit
Judges from office. But be does not
believe tbat tbe popular recall Is a
safe or sound method of accomplishing Judicial reform. He feels that
above all n Judge should be unafraid
of the people, unafraid of making himself unpopular. Under the operation
of the recall the president Is alarmed
lest the bench be filled with truckling
whose actions and decisions would all be planned with the
sole aim of pleasing the popular sentiment or prejudice of the moment
detrimental to tbe public Interest.
nronosed is some
The alternative
method of impeachment, easily and
speedily applicable. Mr. Taft Is not
SDeclnc In the elaboration of this idea
but be goes so far as to declare that
ImDeachment before congress or be
fore a state legislature should not be
the onlv possible war of getting rid of
an unfit or undesirable judge. "We
can," says the president, "have some
other method of investigating tne
qualifications of Judges, and, If they
don't fill tbe measure, tc remove tnem
Have some sort of Judicial bearing, in
which the facts rhall be considered.
It would be Interesting to have the
president elaborate somewhat. Tne
plan seems good, but Its machinery is
not clearly apparent.
Trust Adjustment.

The decree entered by the district
court at Toledo for tbe dissolution of

electric trust is the offl
the plan of reor
ganlzatlon agreed upon, between tbe
defendant companies and the depart
ment of justice, In accordance with
tbe Supreme court opinions in the Oil
and Tobacco cases. While It anticl
pates tbe final disposition of those
more complex organizations, it follows
directly upon the lines there laid
down. It thus justifies the conclusion
that the Supreme court's ruling has
law
both given vitality to the anti-truand shown the possibility of adjusting
business to Its requirements without
destruction or disturbance.
The present decree breaks up that
combination among the electric-supplcompanies which constitutes an actual
monopoly, dissolves the holding com'
pany by which the monopoly was sustained, and compels each of the great
concerns to carry on its own business
In Its own name, without tbe sacrifice
of any substantial and legitimate right
of business or of property. It is slm
ply an example of the adaptation of
business methods to the reasonable
requirements of law and morals and
tbe

clal confirmation of

st

y

of public policy.

DAUGHTER

WAS CURED
By Lydia E.

Pinkham'j

Similar action has already been tak
en by other large combinations and
will be followed by yet others, like
tbe "Bathtub trust," against which a
decree of dissolution has just been
entered. What seemed an impossible
problem will thus find peaceful solution, and out of all this agitation we
shall get better business methods and
greater general security, under tbe
reign of law.

Vegetable Compound

Won't Harm Real Business.
real harm can be done to legitimate business by the filing of this
iwia motored to suit. Tbe government asks for no dehealth by Lydia E. struction of property, but rather for
Pinkham's vegeta- Its conservation. It is merely seeking
ble Compound. She to compel one of tbe largest of Amerwas pale, with dark ican corporations to comply in its corcircles under her porate form to tbe statutes. In view
eyes, weak and irri of all tbe circumstances the governtable, awocutiereni
is proceeding conservatively, and
doctors treated her ment
and called It Green if business Is injured by its action It
Sickness, but aha will probably be because public configrew worse an tne dence has been deliberately shaken by
limn. T.vdiftRPink. speculative Interests Intent upon runham's Vegetable Compound was rec- ning the stock market to lower levels,
ommended, and after taking three bot- or disturbed by the proceedings of the
tles she has regained her health, thanks
against which the
to your medicine. I can recommend it very corporations
moved. Washinghas
admlnstratlon
L.
A.
Mrs.
troubles."
female
for all
ton
Star.
Balti1103
Rutland
Street,
Corkrajt,
more, Md,
Hundreds of such letters from mothFate of Democrats.
ers expressing their gratitude for what
Walter L. Fisher, secretary of the
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-poun-d
has accomplished for them have
is developing into a humorist.
been received by the Lydia E. Plnkham Interior,
D. Helnel, who made the trip
Robert
Mass.
Medicine Company, Lynn,
to Alaska with tbe secretary, says tbat
Young Girls, Heed This Advice. while the party stood watching the
Girls who are troubled with painful
salmon," leaping
or irregular periods, backache, head- "mountain-climbinsensations, faint, up a mountain stream In a manner
ache, dragging-dow- n
ing spells or indigestion, should take bard to believe unless you see it, SecImmediate action and be restored to retary Fisher said: 'They remind me
health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege. of tbe Democrats. The Democrats run
table Compound. Thousands have been
every four years and then
restored to health by Its use.
Baltimore, ML "I send you here,
with the picture of my fifteen year old
laaugmer Aiive, wuu

No

M4J

g

Write to Mrs. Pinktaam, Lynn

21ms for advice free.

TO

BLAME

TARIFF

Facts Prove That "Increased Cost ef
Living" Is Oencral All Over
the Werld.
Tbe orators who incited the riot
Vienna placed the responsibility
for tbe high cost of living upon tbe
tariff. That of course, is the simple
and easy way and constitutes tbe ancient principle tbat food, clothing,
comfort, morality and happiness may
all be gained by legislative enactment It is simple because it fires
imagination. It Is easy because It involves no study, no work, no Inquiry
on the part of the agitator and tbe
sincere, if Ignorant can obtain results
sought for quite as rapidly as the educated demagogue.
That the high costs of living have
little or no relation with tariff systems was to be clearly read in tbe
railway strike in England the grievance of which was ttat wagea were
to tbe
proportioned
adequately
London
The
foodstuffs.
of
prices
Dally Mall has called attention to tbe
fact that tbe retail prices of nearly
every commodity which enters Into
the dally consumption of the masses
have taken an lmmenae leap in tbe
last 15 years. Bread, flour, beef,
mutton, pork, bacon, butter, eggs,
cheese, tea, cocoa, sugar, fruit rice
and oatmeal are all from 1 to 43 per
cent higher than in 1896, while potatoes alone are cheaper today than In
that year.
The basic principle of free-trad-e
England is that of all things, food
shall bear no taxes. Yet in spite of
the fact that the doors of the porta
are open to the farm products of all
the world, food prices have become
so high in Britain tbat every workman in the transport trades felt the
compulsion to strike that the grocer'a
charges might be met Were the tariff lowered In Austria, were it removed altogether in America, there is
no promise whatsoever that food
would be cheaper.

get

'canned.'"
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Remarkable Chinese Holy Shrine
in Peking.

In

time-server-

Mr. Sunflsh

UNFAIR

For Imperial Worship Only, and Cor
monies Never Witnessed by For
signers Customs of Centuries Observed.

Peking. China. The Temple of
Heaven is tbe most sacred as well as
tbe most beautiful of all Chinese religious edifices. It is used only for
imperial worship, and no foreigner
baa yet seen tbe stately snd elaborate
ceremonies that take place bore on
fixed dates every year. Tbe buildings
of which it consists are altuated in a
large walled in park in tbe southeast
section of tbe Chinese city of Peking.
A broad, stone paved road leads to
tbe temple from tbe Chinamen, the
largest gate of the Tartar city. This
gate Is exactly In front of tbe main
entrance to the Imperial, palace. Tbe
massive doors at Its central entrance
are thrown open only wben tbe emperor leaves his palace to visit the
Temple of Heaven or the Temple of
Agriculture.
Tbe park in which the Temple of
Heaven lies is almost square in abape
and is surrounded by a stout wall,
nearly four miles long. Inside it is
divided Into sections by other walls
and tbe visitor Is bewildered by tbe
number of gates through which be
passses when being shown round the
sacred buildings. At each be has to
pay a small sum to tbe gatekeepers,
who rely upon these tips as tbeir
main source of Income. Some of the
contain majestic buildInclosures
ings; others encircle the grazing
grounds of the sacred animals, reared
for Immolation upon the temple altars.
The striking edifice, which Is generally known as the Temple of Heaven, but is called by tbe Chinese the
Administration Is Right.
Temple of Prayer for the Year, to
Tbe public lands convention at Den- which the emperor repairs each spring
ver, declared for "development," the to make offerings and pray for an ausphrase used by the exploiting element picious year for bla people, Is a land- in their campaign for unrestricted exploitation of the public domain. Tbe
president's answer is that his conservation policy will not retard development of the right kind. Or as Secretary Fisher put it epigrammatical-ly- :
"Prices prohibiting development
would be Inimical to the present interests of tbe west; prices permitting
purchases with a view to monopolization would be Inimical to its future
interests." The question Is whether
tbe public domain is to be developed
by monopolists, leaving tbe west at
their mercy for all time to come, or
whether it is to be developed under
proper safeguards that will prevent,
monopoly and assure the public its
rights in the natural resources. Tbe
president believes in the latter, and
iSiillHSW'ilSliliIll 'if
o
il f"m, Ofc
that it will lead to the speediest and
not
for
of
tbe
best development
west,
the pockets of a few, but for the benefit of all. His solution is a federal
leasing system that will protect tbe In.
terests of all the people, assure capital profitable but all monopolistic reThe Temple of Heaven.
turns, and avoid the mistakes tbat
of
resources
squandered tbe national
mark for miles round. Its triple root
tbe older states by permitting them of
deep blue, gold flecked tiles, sur
to become tbe assets of a favored few.
mounted by a massive gilt sphere, can
be seen from the railway some time
before Peking Is reached.
Be
Not
to
Taken
Seriously.
Bryan
It is comparatively a new building,
Mr. Bryan tries to persuade tbe
readers of bis Commoner tbat he baa having been erected since 1889, wben
forged a chain of fifteen links which the old temple, of which this is an
connects the president with tbe deci- exact copy, was destroyed by fire. It
sion of tbe Supreme court in tbe stands on a triple marble terrace,
Standard Oil and Tobacco cases, bis having a stairway at each of the four
view of tbe declsons being tbat they points of the compass. Wben tbe em
are In the nature of a license to tbe peror comes here to worship, tbe
trusts to conduct business. His ninth tablets of hiB ancestors, which are
link Is this: "All the trusts supported usually kept in an adjoining building,
Mr. Taft for the presidency every are placed round tbe single lofty
one of them." Mr. Bryan has not tbe chamber of which the temple consists.
slightest sense of humor, otherwise A long marble paved terrace leads
he would see that tbe ninth link of his southward from tbe Temple of Heav
chain is about tbe funniest thing tbat en past a smaller building of similar
he has said in these times of trust design, known as the Temple of tbe
prosecution. But Mr. Bryan has be- Universe, to the inclosure containing
come so far dlmlnshed as a political the altar of heaven.
It may be doubted whether any
personage that he evidently feels tbat
he must "boiler" pretty loud In order structure in the world excels this for
to attract anybody's attention. His grandeur and beauty. Tbe marble
preposterous mouthlngs are negligible, paved courtyard tbat surrounds It,
and for that very reason It would seem like all tbe terracea in the park, is
tbat persons who still retain some bal- ill kept and overgrown with weeds,
ance of mind ought not to emulate bis and even the altar terraces themexample In devising baseless Inslnua selves are spattered with shrubs and
tions against the president.
grasses. But nothing can detract
from tbe majestic simplicity of the
altar.
Business Readjustment Needed.
on
It is on the main altar,
no
Business has
greater desider the circular slab of marble kneeling
that
marks
atum than definite settlement and un- its center
that tbe emperor at each
derstanding of tbe legislation under winter solstice, officiating as tbe high
Sherwhich it works. Now that the
of bis people (by whom be Is
man law, after twenty years, has been priest
known as the "son of heaven"), worso
we
that
know
what
just
Interpreted
heaven and bis ancestors at
it means and so tbat procedure under ships
dawn.
It Is made plain for all, what we need
The previous night Is spent in
Is not agitation for fresh legislation,
and fasting In the Hall of
meditation
end
of
such
but the
agitation and the
readjustment of business to It. No Abstinence, a fitting preparation for
the solemn rites that are to follow.
body Is benefited by tearing up .legistwo hours before dawn tbe emNearly
extime
meets
lation every
congress
cept tbe lawyers who are thereupon peror is called and arrayed In ceremonial raiment, after which he makes
called In to bring suits for ascertain
his way to tbe altar in a sedan chair,
ment of the changed rule of action.
and kneeling on the center stone of
Some of those Democratic presiden the topmost terrace, burns incense to
tial booms are beginning to sound like heaven, and renders an account of the
automo Important events of the year. Burnt
tbe efforts of a
bile on an up grade.
offerings of animals are made on an
altar of
porcelain to the southSenator Bailey repeats tbat his de east of green
tbe mafn altar. .In bronze
termination not to be a candidate for braziers
ranged round the court tbe
A
Is Irrevocable.
large death sentences and
offerings of silk
number of Texans hope so. Also a and
jade are committed to the flames.
not Inconsiderable portion of the rest
Oroves of cypress trees surround
of the nation.
the altar Inclosure, except to tbe
Mr. Bryan says tbat Democrats care north, where a series of triple gates
nothing for public office. Tben It must marks tbe way to tbe Temple of tbe
be tbat tbe reason they go after them Universe, while In the distance beIs that they need the exercise.
yond, tbe roofs of the Temple of
Heaven can be seen.
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The Quickest, Surest Cough Remedy
You Ever Used Family Supply for
600 Saves You 12.
Yon have never uned snything which
takes hold of a bad cough and conquers it
so quickly as Pines Cough 8mip. Oivee
almost instant relief and usually (tops the
couch in 24
most obstinate,
hours. Guaranteed to give prompt and
positive results even in croup and whooping cough.
Fines ii a special snd highly concentrated compound of Norway Whit Pine
extract, rich in guaiacol ami other healing
bottle makes a
pine elements. A
family supply of the beat cough
pinta
can
that
buy, st a saving of
money
remedy
e
$2. Simply mix with
sugar
syrup or strained honey, in s pint bottle,
snd It is ready for use. Easily prepared in
0 minutes directions in package.
Children like Pinex Cough Syrup it
tattes good, and is a prompt, safe remedy
for old or young. Stimulates the appetite
snd is slightly laxative both good features. A handy household medicine for
hoarseness, sithma, bronchitia, etc., and
unusually effective for incipient lung
troubles. Uaed in more homes in the U.
S. snd Canada than any other cough
remedy.
Pinex has often been Imitated, but never
successfully, for nothing else will produce
tbe same results. The genuine is guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money
Certificate of guarantee is
refunded.
wrapped in each package. Your druggiat
has Pinex or will gladly get it for you. If
not, send to The Pinex Co., 234 Main St.,
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
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IN GREAT VARIETY
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For Infants and Children.

Always Bought

PER CENT
AVegetable Preparation For Assimilating theFoodandRegula- ling me Diomachs and Bowels or

Bears the

A

Signature

Promotes Digesh'oaCheerful-nes- s
and Rest Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

i
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The Kind You Have
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PRICES BY

NEWSFAPEK ONION
City, kfiaaouri

WESTERN

Silent Innuendo.
"That woman always speaks kindly
of others."
"Yes," replied Miss Cayenne; "but
she always does it in such a way as
to imply that she is making some terrible mental reservations."

frg

. koto, suss.

OTrrrmsBMaUCHimTca.

Distinction.
Senator Lotsmann Who is this
tbat wanta a consulship,
and what claim has he on me for a
political Job?
Private Secretary He says he's the
only man who hasn't been mentioned
as a candidate for governor of

i

bl

with aaHaUfcbMl. LtaMarthaa
and
bought iwdy attached to work ahoas, or
quickly fitudby any eobbUr. II your dollar im't
auppUed, writ ua. Your iaqoiry bring a boaUab

Not Narc otic

R,pt sou DrSAMveumm
nmpiiit o4m

--

AtxStmtm

fahttUSmHs
Anil

hirmSttd

A

Winkrfrnm Fhvor

Arwrfvl Remedv forConstioa- linn . Sour Slomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish- ness and Loss OF SLEEP

jt

Thirty Years

Company,

NEW YORK.

jj

Guaranteed under the Foodawj)
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

W.

Use

For Over

Facsimile Signature of

The Centaur

I.

711.
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Apptimitt -

thi nurwa

ov.
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j
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DOUGLAS
L '3.50

2.50, '3.00,

&M.00

SHOES

WOMEN wear W.L Douglas atyliali, perfect
fitting,easy walking boot, because) they give
long wear,suBeMW.LJougUsMea'sshoea.

THE ENORMOUS INCREASE

in the sale of W. L. Douglas shoes proves
their superiority over all other makes for
the price.
The workmanship which has made W.
Douglas shoes famous the world over is
maintained m every pair.
If I could take you into my large factories
at Brockton, Mass., and show you how
carefully W.LDouglas shoes are made, you
would men understand why they are war
ranted to hold their shape, ht better and
wear longer man any other make for the price
rSIITinM Th genuine have W. I Douglas
name and price atatmpod on bottom
vnnrn
aBTSBW aVxeao wmmi
?.
II you eannnt oDtain w. i jjougiaa anoee in one paihoi any Hon au.ata.aoo
yoor town, write for oatalog. Shoe ant direct U.OO SHOES will positively ont roar
from factory to wearer, all charge prepaid. W.L. TWO PAIRS of onUnrjr boy' aheap
tut uwor tyentf VM tteuamif.
DUUUbAB, isa spaxK m., u roc itton, asaae.
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Election Newf.

FEED.'
HRnnFRIES
-

i

"Eatvred m mob41im matter Jef)

at the pot !) at aa Jo
tew liiiirieo under set of CnngreM A

1,

W1

I

I

c canvassing board, who com
need
two wteks ago to make
tut
March 3,
? "
tht t fficifil, count hav at last got
tm the loxis all tabulated and
Sutocripllon price, $1,09 per year.
hlT-v I FACTCBY PEEEI ranM the
fumlshtd on P I 'Wf
AdvettiMDj
u airbed i nd are now doing tb
T
efcv.
Bruit
'
actual counting. Wednesday af,s
:ifrtlM.
actnii ftorvrmt v
li
ternoon, Secretary Nathan Jaffa,
tUo. K. dale, Kditor and Publisher
rt ported that the last of the miss
IT it, II
IUU KILL ESMSTC""n
rMrtwrnrtatatlhii umi
ing r turns had been received.
.
Si Ti
W
....... wo,,
r. ; tt,-..
tw- - ..
r
mvtttwi ana.i Ki....i. n.
im
If there is a cross marked on
ii e r count o tie firt day was 1 All
UV
i
Choicest,
'Ml
f BCCONB HAND cfOVcLae. W da a rMWtrtr
this spare jou wi! kr.gw that your
a severe disapointmeot to the re
uW.tni'iioa to this papir has expublican candidates, who hoped
for election by a "mull majority,
pired. We would he pit used to
Pc:5-Prcdft- 1
for iu every Instance where a
r.ceie your renewal at onre.
Otherwise the paper will be dischange was made the change in
continued.
creased the majority of their demUtl.Cfl u. ..... 1.
u
.
ocrat c
It tne ratio as
R0R.VNtlKUKW.EFraKFDKCrj2t$
bhoun by tne first days canvass is
OFFICERS
Aii,, T.jdM,MCImwn
ncl
tlratlrevl.
& liundrod
Jliso viod cs rs soirl let
ma ntaiutd throughout the entire
it is aelrjivt-f
.
e.m
that Coiinress-iiiuFEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNKCTION.
count,
iSrT.
ticmrnor W J. Mill?, bant Fe, a MrIlqumyof rnbt)r, walch nercr bo-Currv
Gentral
and
Attorney
iVjiubs prou and wnicli dcwvi HP gmu
N. M.
iumui snowing m atr toeietpe,
the only rtpubh-Ci.:i.c will
tu,.,
v
vu
bit
hundred
rrom
of
lottem
MUnfled
S'.cretnrv Nathan lil.i, Santa
cualoratra
tlitit, thir tlrvi lmronl? ima planned up oooo
sttjiijf
c
u
n
ed
i
the
ticket.
Fe, N. M,
London the Greatest Market.
B rji mrr tin. Ui
Always works for tbe South eat.
piinctnt
routing
qualtttt4i
. Prtbidcui l'uti ay he will itn
is the world's greatest rasr'
Frank Y, rabrtccn tlifl r.rviJ ti.
will mitlatt any othar
nri
Attorney
J
.
(nj
i.h.
l HO.w
Alter you have subscribed for
Clancv, Santa Fe, N. M.
mtdiately upon nctipt of electiun iet for tea and ivory, said Mr. J. 0.
IAS T HIDING.
cir, tint fordvertiIrif parpo w idi
Port Authority in
N w Mixico a Broodbank of the
declare
Treasurer M. A. Oti.ro, Sat la
order.
me
home paper, then take th
vour
Atpwd
M
.
a
v tpprovtt , ivu w not
a.,.
' r
.v .
ij
dit Mnt. nniii
v
r. i
t
f
Fe, N. M.
ii tu.ber ul the sisttihood ot states.
raso
tbe
rii
Each year 120,000 tons of tea and
tieram. ineueraiait is
Superintendent Public Instruction .t,llii.,.Mau.M....
. u riaiDlOMlQlL
ar beiug madt product of 20.000 elephants reached the best daily for you to read as
"Ptep ratoa
aW
IIKl.
London. Forty million sheep's fleece,
James E. Clark, Santa Fe
u. old the it aueural ot trie new
all the late Associattd
N. M.
mw,u
rouToMM'
pass through the dock annually. In you get
w.wmi
"
ritos;gaiortrtciil
a i ffictrs on Ntw Year day. one warehouse 100,000,000 cigars arc Press news and the special dis-Conimicsioner of Public Lands
of.".
t is h uhi that the prtsidei.ts stored, and In another 2,500,000 galMIWWB
Kobert P.
Santa Fe, k'tt.nollrf,MJtblftl1willlprtoi.
patches covering New Mexico,
rum.
DO
TTIIMiB
NOT
WAITFXX'JumvMUntil roO kAOV naw anHOraUYIM.
an ation will have arrived by lons of
m!" at
K. M.
West Texas and Arizona.
ahulwTT Tml
Tbe
i.at time. Great reparations are
Ht r.ililn wide circulation is oivin it
wame and Pish Warden lames
L. fi!EAD CYCLE GOMPAUY, CHICAGO, ILL.
P. Goble, Santa Fe, N. M.
tin. m, dt t r tht inauguration
Let us not say to ourselves that the "s he pub'icity we need to attract
Charles D. Miller, SanNew Mexico's first btate
best truth always lies In moderation, new people and new capital to our
ta Fe, X. M.
In the decent average .
At the section
you can he, it Jn
How It Worked.
time of tbe Spanish Inquisition the
for tbe southwest by
work
Sixth
Court.
Kod
Dkitrict.
"How did to' fl.wn:bU"d
car of
piftrlct
opinion of good sense and of the Just
Obkcd Dildad.
was
medium
Slithers?"
that
a
work,
yours
people
certainly
becoming
regular subscriber,
Counties of Gudalupr, Otero,
not to burn too large a nurnbor
"Oh, like a pood icauy othr-- asuein-bliought
Lincoln and Quay.)
when we got out on the road
of heretics; extreme and unreasonable
with It tLerfl'd always be some kind of
JudgeEdward R. Wright,
opinion demanded that they should
Dealer In
a deadlock, and we couldn't P&tsi
burn none at all. Maeterlinck.
X, M.
District Attorney Harrv H. Mc- anything," said .Slithera.Harper'a
Weekly.
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FLOUR, MEAL
and Farm Seeds.
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ClrkCharles

P. Downs,

M.

vs.

Alamo-gord-

Relative Prominence?.
"That distinguished guest mads
quite an impression in your community during IiIb brief visit." "Yea," replied Farmer Corritosifel; "there
when be Eeerued nigh as important as the fhainnaii of tbo reception comniitue."

N. M.

U.

Register
Receiver

5. Local

Und Officers,

R. A. Prentice.
N. V, Gallegos,

were-moment-

QUAY C0JNTV OFFICERS.

phriff-- J.

F, Ward.
Probate Clerk R. P. Donohoo.
Treasurer C. H. Chcnault,
Probate
D, Cutlip.
.
Assssor--- I.
J.
Superintendent of Schools C.
Cramer.
Surveyor - W. L. Traylur.

1

General Merchandise!I
'AND

O DRUGS O
Call and

.

New York Sun.

irst District W. A. Dodson.
cond District J. M. Hodjfes.
i bird District R. C. Stubliins.

KINDS OF

ThE
8EWINQ

MACHINE
OF

Very often the man in the hole
tries to let on like he is a geologist at work on a bit? sallery,

.DONE AT THIS OFFICE.

QUALITY.

NOT

are said to be one hunSOLD
dred ways to use a chafing dish: UNDER
ANY
but the best way Is to throw it out
OTHER
window
pf the
and cook on the
NAME,
kitchen stove.
Tbt-r- e

ufn
OT

WARRANTED

FOR ALL TIME.

Do right and do it ripht, and
If
purciiiuio tho NEW HOME you will
don't eare a snap what others will haveyou
a life asiot at tho price you pay, and will
M7 or do. Of course the man who cot have an ondlims chain of n pains.
honestly seeks to do right .will
displttse and even offend some,
but who aretbey?
A good man
it is the
an bonest man and a man who has
some common sense will not be
in the end
offeqded at right; or if be is, will
6oon apologize for his hasty tem-- l
er. Fraud and hypocrisy may
If you want a scTrini? machine, wrlto for
Kain a point, but can never bopfi our lateit catalogue beforu yv.i purohs.
to enjoy lasting success.
T! Nf,v Hens Sewing Mn Co,, Cra,

BUTCHER SHOP
FRESH MEATS AT ALL TIMES.
Roast?,

Sausage,

Hamherger

Not at Home.
A New York lawyer sent bis office
boy to deliver a note marked "Mr.
Williams, Personal." In a few. minutes the boy returned with his report.
"Mr. Personal was not in," be said.

Pennsylvania's Natural Gas.
Pennsylvania opened ber first well
of natural gas In 1882. since which
lime the state baa produced about one-half the natural gas consumed In tbe
United States.

LESTER & YOUNG
'
N.
SAN JON.

s

.

M.

A Word to the Foolish.
Borrow trouble for yourself, If
that's yonr nature, but don't lend It to
your neighbors Rudyard Kipling.

Avoid Redundance.
Where leu words suffice to express
I thought eleven ire too many. .

IFire Report Every Day in
tne year

Albuquerque, N. M.

I

t
I

It has

I

a.

I

It has shallow water.
It has a railroad through
It has good towns.

the center.

The towns have

business houses.

ate

Pkknticb. Register

always encourage theui."

Writing on Finance.
editor never feels more lupor
tant then when he Is
writing an able
review of general financial conditions
and trying to make it aound a if be
bad aboolute mastery of tho
subject.
Columbus Journal.
An

I

It has good people.
It has good schools and churches.
It has everything needed to make

R. A.

City
a first class

Markets.

nUtlPr

2OC

community.

It

is in need

At.
Ellis

Needed Encouragement.
Tho Young Doctor "They tell me
you are noted for encouraging your
patients, me successful Old Doctor
"Yes. Many of my wealthiest pa-- I
tients think they are sick when there
is nouung the matter with them and

raised good crops.

up-to-d-

Claimant name as witnesses:
Mrs. Minnie E. Townsond, J. w,
kins, J. A. Atkins and J. G.
all of San Jon,
m.
22-2- 0

If

Mystery.

eoaebee.

POOL HALL

About twenty miles east of Tucumcari on
the Tucumcari and Memphis railroad lies a
stretch of country known as the San Jon Valley.
you are. looking for a location it will pay
you to see it.
It has the richest land in Quay County.

Another thing how do all tbe meg
who stand around and watch a skyscraper being built make a living at
It? Galveston News.

Bronze Replacing Brass.
Bronte Is taking the place of brans
in tbe fixings of railroad passenger

RESTAURANT AND

Full. Associated Press Leased

Truth About "Midnight Oil."
People talk about the midnight oil
aa If it bad some virtue attached to
it. In truth, four times out of five,
the midnight oil is mere over-woror
means that yon have neglected some
duty to which you should have at
tended before the sun went below the
horizon. Edward Everett Hale.

m

tains," said tbe guest at the mountain
hotel to his wife; "remember the
mountain peaks." Boston Transcript.

Fat and Right Reverend.
extract from ns the
name of the portly bishop who Is now
known to tbe Irreverent as "Weight
and Bee." London Punch.

3

volumes, the public libraries
contain only 380,927 novels, as against
1,023,854 books for tbe student and
serious reader. New York World.

SAff JON VALLEY 2C

pull down the window cur

No power shall

Journal

6,

Mountain."

"Look-Ou- t

"Better

Morning

novel-reader-

Keep Plants Free From Dust
Dust is an enemy to plant life.
NOTICE VOK PUBLICATION
Plants breathe through their lenvep;
043U3.
therefore It Is necessary to keep them
Department f the Interior, U. S.
free from dust. At least once a week,
and oftener If the room is very warm Land Offlcu at Tucumcari, N. M..
or dusty, the plants should be put In November 25. Kll.
tbe bathtub on their aide and gently
Notice is hereby given that Fran
els' K. Fry. for Uie heirs of
sprinkled with a bath spray.
Jeva M.
Fry, deceased, of San Jon. N. M., who,
on January 29, 19fXt. made homestead
(ntry No 7013, for WtfSWtf and
SWixWX Sec. 21 and SEt-- 4 NE1-4- ,
Sen. 20, Twp. 10 N, Range 3 E, N.
M. P. Meridian,
has tiled notice
of Intention to make Final Five
Year Proof, to establish claim to tho
land above described, before K. E.
Hedgecoke, U. K. Commissioner at
Endee, N. M., on the 11th day of January, loll.

JOB WORK

Precinct Officers.

Geo. E. Sale, Justice of Peace,
pudley Anderson, Constable.

Chops,

Mi

.

AJL1L

Novels and Serious Book.
Do the public libraries cater ex?
Statisclusively to tbe

1.556.S52

Sentinel $1 per Year.

Coed and' Evil Genius.
Every man hatli a good and a bad
angel attending on him in particular,
all his life Ion?. Burton.

Albuquerque

tics prepared under tbe supervision of
tbe Budget Exhibit committee prove
otherwise. Out of a collection of

Satisfaction guaranteed.

ii

BuarJ of Commissioner

Steaks,

ce us.

Staple and Fancy Groceres.

At Your Peril.
An accident Insurar.ca comary taj
placed in 'he elevators of sovcral office bulldinss the following
notice:
"This eievHtor Is limited to fourteen
persons. All over that number riding
on thl3 ear do so at their own risk."

Rrii-coe-

harden

o. b

e

3oc

of

good men

to develop

its

Chickt;ns
25c t0 35C
Turkeys
l,00 to I,25
Maize heads, per ton.
.13,50
Kaffir Corn heads,
per ton.... 12,50
Beans, per pound
5c
Corrected weekly by Z. T. Mc
Daniels, grocery and feed store.

....

Come, and let us show you what can be done.

111

TIME TADLE.
Daily.
c.41, Passenger Wttt 7:40 p.m.
No. 41, Passenger East 6:01 a.m.
Daily except Sunday.
No. 91, Local Frt. West 4:00 p u
N. 92, Local Frt. East 10:30 p.m.
O.R. DENTON, Agent.
T

McSamara's Sentenced

lie

& M.

McXamnra brothm, who
l
lmve ien on trial in Lot AncHor
(cr lynftmitiriflr various buildings,
week pWad guilty. J. B.
plead guilty to blowing
th
Lds Ancelet Times in
of
up
e
liven were lost
wliir li twt
THE CHURCHES.
nnd . J. McNamara plead guilty
M.
E. CHURCH Meeting every
"1 am
anxious for Harold
to the blowing Hp of the Llewellyn to come," especially
reed Hnrcld'e mother. "Dor
First and Third Sunday's of each
Iron Works in which no lives othy has never had any one to
month. Service morning and
I. B. was sentenced Way with except ber father and me.
were lost.
evening.
and the doesn't know how to play
to life imprisonment and his bro with children of her own age. A more
Ker. J. W. Campbell, Pastor.
thrr was given 15 years.
angelic child never breathed and Dick

Learning

hl

How

fity-on-

Is eager to Bee what a bit of well directed spice will do tor ber. He always has fait that she should bare
been bom a boy, you know. So come
soon."
it was with Hold obedience to ber

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.

ChailcR Alsdjrf was in Tucum
rati on day last wek looking
after his properties there.
parents' upcrt direiUrce that DorPememtrr that tin- - MSRtnfr othy, ejed fmr, went forward two
later and Gravely cave her Cous'chool meets at the church every weeks
in Harold a welcoming khz, saying la
Sunday afternoon at 3 oclock. (low and awestruck tone: "You can
llvvi vbody should attend this and play with my toys and the attic Is ail
hft'p t. make a pood class. IJooks ready." come
on!" shouted Harold.
'Wall,
ran 1m hud of the secretary, Joe Theu, pulling her ruthlessly by the
Mrs

I.iwUinc

K. M

v

Sro Jon Thursday.
Mundell Brothers are having

in

their office building
week.

J. P. Masterson,

J. P. Mastersok, Supt.
W. B. Griffiths, Stc.

be called upon to explain to
Jur,t what it was that Harold meant by Mb boyish actions.
might

this Dorothy

painted

Pastor.

Preaching every second .Sunday
at n oclock a. M.
Prayer service, 8 oclcclt p. M.
All Christians especially invited
to this prayer service for the good
of the community.
Service at 2 oclock (slow time)
hand, tie started up the broad stairon
Saturday before the second
way fur the stories above.
"The dears!" chimed the mothers in Sunday. Everybody invited.
unison.
Then the two settled down
Sunday School each Sabbath at
to discuss the various merits of their
xo
oclock a, u.
offspring, wondering how soon they

rickfv.

'j

New Mexico.

San Jon,

Singing School meets every Sun
Mr. Tom Home a merchant of
Bat there was no sudden summons
day afternoon at Three oclock at
Hard City was visiting with his to the attic. TWb hours later they
rrppt upstairs to call the children to tbe Church.
brother II. li. Home of this place luncheon and to note Dorothy's prog-

ress.
Harold was directing operations with
tbe otr of a general. Dorothy sat near
Write to C. C. Chapman at
for prices on Windmills by, her unpeHc eyes blazing with
shearing wildly ber best
md Hardware io general.
doll's bair. About her ley several
dolls of various sizes, mercilessly
Dr. A. L. lilder was transacting
and cn the floor were strewn
busines in Tucumcari the last of the curls that bad once graced the
to

day.

THJ3 LODGES

ri,

Tbe A. H. T. A. meets each 2nd and

its

bar-bare-

last week.
Mr. McReynolds

of the plains
trips to town

has made several
this wrrk hauling coal.

Head the add of the San Jon
Mercantile company on the back
of this issue, they are offer
ini( some greatly reduced prices

pe

this week.

for

blsquo
it was not this sight that made her
The W. 0. W. meets each 1st and
mother start forward with a cry of
terror and catch up ber child in a fe- 3rd Monday evenings. Visiting Sover-tgn- a
ver of amaseuient
Dorothy's curls
Welcome.
had evidently been the first to fall
H. B. Horn, 0. 0.
Tbfy ' lay intermingled with the
tan'el floss upon the floor.
0. L. Owen, Clerk.
"He's been teaching me to play,
mother." cried Doruby as she strugTbe M. W. A. meets each sec
gled free. "We're barbers, and he
cut off my bair like bis and we've cut ond and fourth Saturday evening
the dulls' bair, too. when they had

of each month.

any."

J. H. Johnston of Ethel, Missouri, who has been visiting his ion
James fcr the past two weeks, left
Thursday for his hoc e.
C. C. Rcl made a business
Hi, 3 to ttii! county scut last Satur-

day.

Wednesday evening.
S. H. Wilkin, Pres.
E. 8. Bom, Sec

Visitors welcome.
C. L. Owen, V. C.
Geo. E. Sale. Clerk

During luncheon both children were
gravely adironlfihe.1 and though restless to a marked dnsree tbey promise;!
rolemcly cot to use the scissors and

not to throw anything Harold having
suggested an Imitation of an apart-inebuilding fire that be had
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
where all the furniture had
been thrown from the upper floors.
CHAS. C. REED,
Further, they promised not to pound
anything, and not to paint anything
Notary-Publibut tbelr owu paint books.
Then with a sigh from Dorothy's All Legal Blanks Properly Execu'td
mother and a tender smooth to DorOffice in Sentinel Building
othy's shorn bead, the children were
amuse-went
allowed to seek tbetr own
once more.
130
"Harold donsu't mean to be destruc- Office tel. 100 residence
tive," bU mother said sadly, but a bit
proudly as well. "And he does obey.
We can trust them now that they have
Dr. B. F. HERRING.
our restrictions to go by. it is bis
HERRING BUILDING
inventive genius for something new
to do. Ho never played barber be- TUCUMCARI,
NEW MEXICO
fore In bis life. It must bare been
becauso bis father had bis hair
trimmed while I was buying my new
DR. R. S. COULTER,
hut ytwterday a perfect dream, MaDENTIST
A most
willow
rlon!
extravagant
plume and a few gold rose buds"
Office in New Bank Building,
"But such an Investment dear!" anPhone 64.
swered her sister. "Mme Renova has
New Mex.
on
used my white plume, dyed green,
Tucumcari,
a high small toque."
With that the subject of fashions
was launched for the afternoon.
Some hours later, because of the
Dr. J. Edwin Manney,
silence In tie attic, tbey went In
Physician & Surgeon,
search of the cherubs. They were not
Office
Sutton Building, Mfiti St.
in the atttc, nor In the nursory nor
room.
In
But
there
mother's
Phone 85, Res..Phone 17:.
tbey
yet
found evidences of pilfering that sent
New Mex.
Tucumcari,
terror to tbe mothers' hearts and set
them to calling loudly for their darlings. Dorothy bad rifled ber mother's
hat box. Tbe tissue paper coverings
Dr'. W. LEMING
and tbe box lid were strewn about,
but the bat was gone.
c,

If you ar1 looking for a home
writ.- to the Valley Land Company at San Jon. They can star
-

you

right.

If you

have anything to tell tell .lie
ftAIltinl't ul.nnt If

As a general thing, a crank is a
person who combats your pet

theories.
Beginning of Christian Era.
SU1 of our era Tbeodc-Blu- e
the Great Issued an edict abolishing paeaulsm and Idolatry throughout
the Roman empire.
In tlie year

Too Much Imitation.
We are all prone to keep the level
of those we live with, and hence the
tamencss of our characters and lives.
W. E. Cbannlng.

The Main Attraction,
Fopular approval wouldn't

si'M

.xteu iouhl
s:.iry. Atchison

1:

be

bo

u tiidat carry a

Globe.

sr

TUB
I

popular!

Magazine
that make
Fact
tnor) faecinaUng

Fiction
"WMTTBNtOVOUMN
UMDIJUTAKO

IT"

A CHEAT CMtbuMd Storr f EWorld's
If Proarass which you may begin reading it
any um, una wincti wm uoia your
forever, ii ruaiuog in

bu

Popular Mechanics
Magazine
Are ymi reading It? Two million! of roor

rc and it it Ih favorite magazine
neighbor
in thousand of the bent American homes. It
and young men
appeala to all classes-- ld
and women toot who know and those who
want to know,
MO MCTURIS
ISO MOM EACH MONTH
a 00 ARTICLES OF MHSHAt INTCRCST
The "Shop Note" DmrtaMBt T20 pagon)
gives easy way to do Uiiniw how to make
useful artldea tor home and shop, repairs, etc.
"Airutmr Maehulc
(10 Paget) tells how to
make Mission furniture, wireless outfits, boats,
engines, magic, and all the things a boy loves,
ztn. kimoli conn it
tt.so fr.n
Ak your Kwt4iM,lar to .how ynu " "
tor rsct aAMPtc

ccnts

'"' Trr

imitiKtoo

CO.
.PANICS
CHICAGO
it.,

Speciality, eye, ear, nose

EUGENE E. HEDGECOKE

On tbe bed lay the two bats, shorn
of all that had made them models of

U. S. Commissioner,

tbe season's most perfect designs. Upright on each stood a single wiry stick
from which all tbe fibers of a once
lovely plume had been stripped. On
tbe white counterpane lay a heaped
up mass of green and rose.
"It's some like excelsior, only softer," shouted Harold, "and In pillows
it will be fine."
Then, seeing the tragedy that lay In
his mother's eyes, be scrambled to her
side, saying eagerly: "We didn't cut
r throw cr r0"1"' or ps'nt, mother-- "
rhp rf.t-- was drowrod Id the slam-"'rin-g
figures of
....a Dorothy's mother.

in a homo in the Boat UalLym
eiv Mexico
Look over the following, if you gee nothing that suits you, write,
have many more good bargains.

at

we

Well
City property
t6o acres three and on
b t business house 25 x 60 feet,
half miles southwest of San Jon,
foot
all fenced with two wires, twenty
f,t,lin' shop ia rcir 16 x
,ub,e 4Bd other smn
acres in cultivation, rather tight
on tbe cornet
land just right to work nice. 18 buldl?K'
wu maviD street, win rraae or se
per acre.

'Jl.

No.4

"

1 60 acres,
N0.43 Deeded
3
miles from San Jon, 35 acres broke
fenced and cross fenced all with
two wires, small box bouse, fine
location.
Price on application.

No. 43

Relinquishment
acres, one and three fourth
from San Ion, House 12
barn 12 x 30, all fenced, 40
in cultivation, mixed land,
soil, choice location, cash
: 000 or will trade.

320

miles
x 20,

acres
fine

price

No. 45 Deeded 160 acres, 2
miles from San Jon, all fenced and
cross fenced with two wires, A no.
one box house with shingle roof,
good barn, both well painted, a
few nice fruit trees, a well of fine
water, about 50 acres in cultivation, fine soil, mixed land, at 1 10
pet acre.

No. 52
Deeded.
160 acres,
four and one half miles north of
San Jon, 60 acres in good state uf
cultivation, fenced and cross fenced with two wirts, small bouse,
barn 16 x 36, garden fenced with
poultry netting, same nice trees,
vines and bermuda
glass, a fine
well of water which will 'furnish
water for
land
lays fine for irrigating from the
well. Price on applicationn,

-

No. 55
Vacant Lots.
Two
corner lots on Main and
Fourth street at I200 each 00
easy terms.
fine

No. 56 Business Lot. Come
lot on Fifth St. and Maple Ave.
1x50, J15 down, balance in small
monthly payments to tuit the pur
chaser. This lot facet the depot
and is a money maker at the pricel

No. 47 Vacant lot A fine cor
No. 58 Six lott in a bunch on
ner tot on main street one square
trom tbe depot, in tbe business south side with barn 16 x ty,
fenced with wire, price 400 on
part of town. A bargain at 250
good terms.
No 48 Vacant lots. Two lots
No. 6- -A choice relinquish-o- n
south side a little way out, will
111 five north of San Jon.
Will
make a fine residence property, at gell or trade very
cheap if takan
I40 for the two.
S00D

THE VALLEY LAND COPMANY
OfSnJon, New Mex.
Dealers In

Irrigated Lands, Relinquishments, Deeded Lands

CITY

PBPEnT.

We have land in New Mexico to trade for land in other States
We tell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and Improved Property.
Correspondence Solicited, and Information Cheerfully Given.

DO

WANT

YOU
to sell

Deeded Land
or

throat.

From tbo guest room the cherubs
Glasses fitted.
answered eagerly and Innocently.
Office, first stairway east of the
"We're playing milliner's shop."
called Dorothy's high treble, an eerie Vorenberg Hotel.
gleam in ber usually soft eyes. "HarNew Mex.
old knows such lots of plays and I'm Tucumcari,
to.
And
like
said
we're
you
learning
going to stuff some dolls' pillows with

these"

IF YOU W ff i EPESTED

6TH DrSTRICT

Filings, Contests, Proofs, etc.
NEW MEX.
ENDEE,

Relinquishment
If you do write description and price tO

GEO. MINDEHAN
C0LISEU11, CHICAGO, ILL;

For Sale.

I

Store building 18x30 and small
stock of Groceries. Postoffice in
connection. Gcod location. This
property must be sold at once and
will go cheap.
Inquire at this

(office.

NO COMMISSION

CHARGED

SELECTING

SAN JON SENTINEL
y

IAN JON,

0o.

K.

NKW MEXICO

Turkey la being made

t goat.

Almoat any young widow eaa Uach
a mac how to (all la lor.
Bewara of tba autumn cold. It
wy to catch, but bard to lota.

HANDY

RACK FOR SEED

CORN

Hole Is Provided for Every
Ear and la Eaay to Make
Mice Are Kept Off.

Pigeon

It'a a mlatako to try to iudg
I
man'a bat by th bead that la u
der It

A handy type of rack tor storing
seed corn, which Is very simple in
A Pittsburg Arm la making a wooden construction. Is shown In the Ulustr
It
leg 39 Incbea around for a woman. tlon, says the Farm and Home.
Oueaa bar weight.
may be made any slse, but one that is
seven feet high and four feet wide Is
Earneat research may yet disclose a very convenient The frame is made
restaurant baked apple that has had of Inch boards IS Inches wide, and at
all lta core removed.
Intervals of three Inches two laths are
placed crosswise and wires are strung
With all the thlnga that woman has
rsxaaa
to reform she la still mighty sweet

and attractive.

That Massachusetts citizen who got
a deer license when he wished to
marry waa a bad speller.

...

A

,f

f

. ....

...

Our notion of the meanest man Is
the New York thief who stole a bridegroom's best pair of trousers.
"Do not marry a poet," says one
woman. But suppose he doesn't show

any symptoms before marriage?

SEED CORN COUNTESS

IS SUED FOR DEBT

Little Praetles Will Enable One to London Money Lender Asks Women
Friend of King Idwsrd to
Become Quick and Reliable Judge
Repay 125,000.
Polnta to Study.

lilt.

. . .

GOOD

Handy Corn Rack.

London. The Countess of Warwick
one of the closest friends of tbe late
King Edward, has been sued by
former London saloonkeeper for $26,
000, and only the Intervention of pow
erful Influences has kept the case
from coming up publicly in court. The
suit shows that the countess wss the
victim of a huge swindle In ber deal
Inga with Hooley, the former London
financier now bankrupt
A climax to the countess' troubles
wedge-shapebutt to tip; tbe kernels
thus Insuring a large per cent of the came wben she no longer had a kingcorn on the cob. The furrows, oi to guide ber In her attempt to rethe space between the kernels, should
be narrow; the grains deep, tbe cob
comparatively small. The color of th
kernels should be uniform, having no
indication of a mixed variety. AH ears
that show immaturity or rotted ker
nela should be eliminated, and especial care should be taken to select
ears with large germs. Tbe fact should
be borne In mind that a large yield
requires ears that are well filled and
as few uubblns and barren stalks as
possible. It costs as much to produce
nubbins aa It does good ears, and or
dlnarlly 20 bushels to the acre will
cost as much work and other expense
as 40, hence the economy of lncreaa
Ing tbe yield.

With a little practice one can be
come a quick and reliable judge of an
ear of corn suitable for seed. Out It
will be necessary to study such points
aa trueneas to type, shape ot ears, coiot
of kernels, tips and butts of ears, uniformity of kernels, shape pf kernels
space between kernels and the pet
cent, of grain to the cob. Briefly It
should be stated that tbe rows of ker
nels should be straight, running from

PLAN FOR STRETCHING

i

Could Hardly Hoar

A Question of Art
"Was that play you speak of highly
artistic sad poetlcair asked tbe girl

snsss of Tests and mail Were Also
Greatly Impaired.
could
bave
it
"I don't believe
"I was afflicted with rntnrtti," writes
been," replied tbe girl who Is frank. Cugrne Forbes, Lebanon,
Kanwix.
"I
"I understood and enjoyed every took several different
(living
iiutil
each a fair trial, hut grew wore
word of It."
I could hardly hear, tnte or smell. I
wn aliout to give iiii in despair, but con- of
dis
the
reached
A man has
age
clmled to try Hood a Pnrwiimrilln.
After
cretion when he Is willing to Admit taking three bottles of this nirdicine I
vai cured, and have not had any return
that other men may have opinion dif of
the disease.
ferent from his without being fools.
Hood's Haraaparilla effects radical and
permanent cures of catarrh.
A practical joke Is never what It's
Cct it today in usual liquid form of
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabtw
cracked up to be.
who poses.

WtO! AKD CHILDREN

TETTER FOX EEN,
SALTS.M fULS, AS

tt

IS

t

IS THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE, AS
ALL IS
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
In tno Circle,

on every Pacha!? of the Genuine.
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS SELL THE ORIGINAL AND
GENUINE WHIN CALLED FOR, ALTHOUGH THEY COULD)
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT BY SELLING INFERIOR PREPARA-

rr

noted physician says that ragtime 14 incbea apart, running from top Method Shown In Illustration Will
This makes an Ideal pigEnable One Man to Do as Much
music Is bound to drive us crazy. By to bottom.
Work as Two.
the St Vitus dance route, probably. eon hole for each ear. Two cross
wires are run through the center
The editor of a fashion magazine around the lath, as shown, to prevent
The following method of stretching
says "a perfect fit is fatal to a stout them from sagging. Each division can wire over rough ground is a good one. habilitate her fortunes In an American
womat" Still the list of fatalities be numbered so that individual testa Get some big nails and drive them wood pulp company. It Is rumored
Into the posts as illustrated, on top that the countess, who declares she
'an be made of every ear.
grow.
was swindled to the extent of $250,000,
No chance, of course, that the poor
may
go to America to look after her
LARGE WHEELS ON TRACTOR
own business interests.
consumeress will do ber Christmas
Meanwhile the British publican deshopping without a terrible lot of
Largest of Their Kind Manufactured
clares he must be satisfied. The puburging.
by English Firm for Experilican's name la Aj Paine, who branchmental Purposes.
Weather prophets tell us that we
ed out from liquor dispensing to lendare In for a bard winter, but none of
ing money and forming half a dozen
Wire.
Stretching
The largest wheels ever used on an
the coal men show symptoms of dying
Industrial enterprises.
were
built
agricultural traction engine
of grief.
of knolls, slanting tbe nails downward.
As applied to the Countess of Warby a firm In Leeds. England, for ex- Lang the wire over them. In the low wick, Paine avers:
Nine thousand tons of Christmas perimental purposes, says the Popular places drive them into the post up"After calling On me she frequently
toys recently arrived from Hamburg. "ecbanlcs. The giant wheels are 12 ward, and hook the wire under them. ordered a special train to convey het
Have you got the price of your share
Then stretch the wire as tight as de- to her home at Warwick Castle, at
of 'em yet t
sired. One man can stretch nearly as regular trains were not on time foi
much wire this way as two can with- tea. The price for tbe special trait
A lew Jersey milliner has Invented
out the use of the nails.
was borrowed."
a hat that can be converted Into an
umbrella. Some of them could be
Stock Crops.
OSTRICH IS BROKEN TO RIDE
made Into awnings.
The farmer makes the most mone)
his fields to tbe growing
China Is disarming tts new army,
Not Difficult or Dangerous to "Break"
of crops to feed stock, making use ot
China is
lest it Join the revolution
Big Rooater Bird to thi
all
the raw products at home, thereby
one of those countries In which It Is
Saddle.
not only saving much of the cost ol
dangerous to be safe.
also
transportation, bpt
maintaining
Los Angeles, Cal. In California
the fertility of the soil. Taking every
still hope to dUcover the
Scientists
'
corn
wlli there are several large ostrich farms,
into
consideration,
thing
origin of life, says a German profesprobably produce more food per acre where hundreds of these big plumage
sor. It will be just like them to dedomestic animals than any othei birds are hatched, raised, and kept
for
cide that It is a germ.
plant, and there are but few feeds for the commercial value of their
Quite often some of the
which can be fed In a greater varletj feathers.
One of Large Wheels.
''be "long Boston" Is a variant of
male ostriches are broken to ride, as
of ways.
a
the waltz comprising a stroll and
feet in diameter, with a bearing sur
may be seen by tbe accompanying ilhug. The man who predicts Its popu- face 18 Inches wide. Tbe wheels were
lustration. This scene is shown on
World's Wool Crop.
larity atatea the case mildly.
farms lodesigned for use on soft so.il.
d
About
of the wool crop one of tbe large ostrich
Los Angeles.
near
cated
In
of tbe entire world is produced
A Chicago man wants a divorce beAs a general thing It does not prove
Cottonseed Meal.
Australasia, which Includes New Zeal- a difficult
cause his wife said "Jerry" in ber
or
piece of work
If
meal
costs
cottonseed
delivered
Last
Tasmania.
and
and
year's crop to "break" a dangerous
sleep. In the vernacular of the sportrooster
ostrich to the
big
a
$33
each
of
ton,
The
pound
digestible exceeding 800.000,000
pounds.
ing page, he got jerry to something.
"barehim
or
ride
to
"saddle,"
protein will cost less than 4Va cents. flocks of this section contain nearly
back." It only requires a little paIf
corn
is
a
worth
$25
each
of
as
those
ton,
as
the
twice
pound
many sheep
Beauty varies with the point of
The
tience, tact and gentleness.
of protein will cost about 16 cents a United States.
view. If the ugly and senseless hoop-skito
his
comes
round
soon
bird
huge
pound. In other words, a pound of
becomes fashionable, womankind
He is not cross or ill natured
work.
will
corn
in
cost
four
protein
nearly
will arise and proclaim It a thing of
If treated kindly, as a rule, and makes
times as much as a pound of protein
aaas. m
s
w
aawawk.
a
beauty.
tractable mount. Sometimes they
in cottonseed meal.
This clearly
shows
lose
will
that
the
farmer
dairy
A Philadelphia pastor wants to orIf he purchases corn to feed
ganize a church for women only It money
his cows, providing, of course, that
a
success.
wouldn't be
Every church cottonseed meal Is available. But If
must have three or four
cottonseed meal Is not available other
deacons.
feeding stuffs can be had. The buyer
A man who found a
bill of grain feeds should consider bis
Spinach is one of tbe best things to
on the street in New York gave It to purchase In this light.
grow.
a policeman. It Is unnecessary to
Fifteen to 20 ears ot corn will plant
mention tbe fact that he wasn't a
Marketing Vegetables.
New Yorker.
Tbe successful marketing of vege an acre.
Don't use barb wire if you can
tables, beyond doubt, Is the most seit.
avoid
of
all
for
commercial
A New York maiden starved herself rious question
Productive soil must contain a large
to become beautiful, but carried it so growers, in many instances it is ap
far that she died. Tbe report falls parently impossible to make ship- amount of vegetable matter.
There Is no better fertilizer for
to state whether she succeeded In im- ments to the city and realize a fair
profit This condition Is due to blgb grass tban farmyard manure.
proving her looks
Potatoes make a fairly good crop
freight or express charges, unscrupuwhich to follow millet.
with
too
and
lous
middledealers
many
The roller towel will be no longer
There Is no more convenient place
if tbe crusade started men. There Is too much difference beoh the roll-cal- l
haul tbe manure than to tbe grass
against It Is carried to a triumphant tween the price received by the pro to
land.
and
tbe
consumer.
that
ducer
In
paid by
conclusion.
fact, tbe roller towel
Small patches of quack grass should
and this Iff the primary cause of the
will be wiped out
blgb cost of living In the large cities. be dug out with forks and tbe roots
burned.
There will be no art In masculine
Putting a small gasoline engine on
4
fashions until men discard trousers,'
Winter Feed for Geese.
tbe
grain or corn binder Is a new
as
s
as
feed
tar
British
I
never
artist Then,
says
any special green feed
an
Ostrich.
Riding
we sre concerned, there wlli be no except cabbage to my breeding geese wrinkle to save horse flesh.
Those wbo have not already saved
I
winter.
But
the
field
raise
tot is masculine fashions.
during
are broken to drive either singly or In
corn and feed that, allowing the geese their seed corn, however, must do so
team, and draw about the farm a
as
It
is
busked.
the
from
product
For toe benefit of the gentlemeo tbe range except wben there Is snow
two or
vehicle.
be
must
corn
selected
Seed
early
who are doing most of the talking on the ground, says a writer In an excreatures
are
very
powerful
They
It
so
that
have
may
plenty of
about the preservation of natural re- change. I have tried various feeda. enoughto
for their size and weight, and bave
cold
before
weather.
time
dry
be
found
well to drop the but never bave
any advantage
sources, it might
Into two not the least difficulty In carrying
Cover crops are divided
over corn. Tbe pasture is, of course,
bint that conversation is not
On foot
or not about an ordinary man.
based
whether
upon
best of all for geese, since the birds classes,
are very nimble, and can run
they
considerable
add
amount
of
any
they
themselves.
will care for
with the speed of a horse. A bard
food.
A Chicago man who has been
kick
from one of these ostriches' feet
wben
Cover
Im
plowed
under.
crops,
a double life has been sentenced
Profit In Alfalfa.
ot the is powerful enough to break a man'i
condition
tbe
prove
physical
It
Wouldn't
be
to the penitentiary
One middle west seed company pur
making it porous and of better leg or arm.
better to have blm deliver lectures chased recently 700 bushels of alfalfa soil,
tilth.
explaining how be managed to sup seed. Tbe seed, uncleaned, sold for
Farmers operating on a large scale
Dead Horse Kicks Man.
$8.60 the bushel, and was sold by Ste
port two families T
In telegraphic or telephonoften
keep
Seymour, Conn. Living In Quarry
ven Heel of Shawnee, Okla., who re
ic connection with the market to road wben he Is well, John Bagdouls,
Lots of actresses have to go to the ceived $5,950 for tbe 700 bushels.
which their products are consigned.
a stonecutter, rests In St. Rapheal'a
trouble of marrying before they can
Millet is rather hard on the ferof
the
divorce
hospital with his jaw broken by the
use the advertisement
of
8olls.
Prevent Washing
of the land, but an ordinarily kick of a dead horse he was
tility
burying.
court to make business thrive again.
On billy lands great difficulty is ex rich corn belt soli should yield two
He was helping bis neighbor, Milkman
Such is tbe irksomeness of red tape.
perienced In preventing washing by good crops of millet In succession.
James Ford, to drag the departed
A piece of rubber boae about a wire
heavy fall and winter rains. Tbe use
beast to Its grave. He pulled, but
A Berlin musician declares that rag of cover crops, therefore, becomes Imoffers a splendid safe
time is driving America crazy. This perative on such lands If clean cul pall handle
pulled In vain. A man of gentle tem
the
hand
cutting
when
per Is John, but, letting tbe horse's
is ungrateful, when Parsifal made a ture la to be practiced In the summer. guard against
carrying cement and other heavy tail go, be poked his foot with need
tour of the country to the tune of. a
stuff.
into Its stomach, and the
less
fortune. Ragtime musicians may argue
8lze of Farms.
The manner in wnicn the corn Is hind energy
toot of the horse shot up. John
In turn that it was only a crazy na
so
In
not
are
Our farms
size, stored is
decreaalng
important so long knew no more. He says it was Ford,
tion- - which would go mad over Par
the average number of acres in farms as some metnoa is used which will nut the doctor sees hoof prints on nl.
sifal, for everything in this uncertain
having decreased from 146 in 1900 to permit a free circulation of air all .'ace. John Is a stonecutter, so Ford
world depends on the point ot view
about the ears.
188 in 1910.
found another undertaker.
A

one-thir-

rt

a,

a right to do

ten-doll-

d

BECAUSE

so and for the cooo of their

WHEN IN NEED OF MEDICINES,

CUSTOMERS.

SUCH

DRUGGISTS ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH, AS YOUR
LIFE OR HEALTH MAY AT SOME TIME BUCKO) UPON
THEIR SKILL AND RELIABILITY
WHEN BUYWQ

NotefeMName oftiHa Gompan
ffSiBaelJVirfli
-'
TIR JIIIM--- V'MaaTllSm.1

.

1- 1

-

I aVta1

THE BOTTOM. AND 01
ACROSS,
PRINTED
THE CIRCLE, NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE.OF THE
GENUINE. ONE SIZE ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
REGULAR PRICE SOt PER BOTOX,
DRUGGISTS.
STRAIGHT

7

NEAR

MINIATURE PICTURE
OF PACKAGE

SYRUP OF F1CS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE,
BECAUSE IT IS THE ONE REMEDY WHICH ACTS M A NATURAL, STRENGTHENING WAY
S
AND WITHOUT
AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM, WITHOUT UNPLEASANT
OR GRIPING, AND THEREFORE DOES NOT INTERFERE IN ANT
DEBILITATING
IRRITATING,
BY MUXIONS OF WELL.
WAY WITH BUSINESS OR PLEASURE. IT IS RECOMMENDED
INFORMED
FAMILIES, WHO KNOW OF ITS VALUE FROM PERSONAL USE. TO GET ITS
MANUFACTURED BY THE
BENEFICIAL EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE;

CALIFORNIA

FIG SYRUP CO.

nrnrrr"TiAM
1
rEalxrEsV

SMOKELESS
OIL HEATER

la every cold weather emergency you need a Perfection
Smokelen Oil Heater. Is yew bedroom cold when you dress
or undrew) Do yout water pipes freeze w the cellar? It it
chilly when the wind whittles around the exposed corners ol
your house
A Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater brings complete com
fort Can be carried anywhere. Always ready (or use
glowing heat (ram the minute it is lighted.
Sraolslea 03 Hasten or
Ail rouf deiler to ikow yon Perfect
wras tor detcriptiM circular to tor asiacy i

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

Squelched.
Gerald What do you tbink of this
recall idea?
Geraldine One call will be enough,
thank you.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

etauio
of mr
Send St stamp for Are ampl
sat OoM Bmboawd CbrUtma anil New V ear
v
loTeliest
0-oulurs
and
Post
hatlful
CMlgna.
An Putt Card Club, Till JackauD 81., Tupeka, Kansas

Many a man who claims to be as
honest as the day is long wouldn't
want the searchlight turned oa his
night record.

They at

Cut out cathartics and purgatives.
brutaL harm, unnecessary, iry.

fix

POST CARDS FREf CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Trr

CHRISTMAS

.

bald-beade- d

01,

HOB1 gmCKNTLV ANO

IT GIVES SATISFACTION TO

TIONS, YET THEY PREFER TO SELL THE GENUINE,

WIRF

THAN CASTOR

AND CLEANSES TMt SYSTEM
AA MOM PLEASANT TO TAKE.

SWEETENS

Purely vegetable. Act
gently on tne liver,
eliminate bile. ana at
soothe the delicate
membrane ol the,
bowel. Car
CsnslipaUea.

'

CARTER'S

f

vi r-- i ITTLE

IVER
II PILLS.

Bilimsness,
lrk HmmA.
acha ana laliitllloa. aa millions know,
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Pain and Swelling seldom indicate in
ternal organic trouble. They are usually
the result of local cold or inflammation
which can be quickly removed bv Hamlins
Wizard Oil.

Genuine must bear Signature

After all, young women judge a man
more by his accomplishments than by
what he hag accomplished

STOPS

Be
much

e Red Cross Has Islue:
,ipny.
better tlinn liquid blue. fMihU
tbe laundress. All grocers.

SVC
ACHCS

FOR WALLS
AND
CCILINOS

I

People who take the will for the
deed never break into the millionaire
class.

H HIE PAINT: LOOM I IKE WUl PSfEHi TOO CU WASH IT
A tmunllful llluntrau-book of 14 oulor and Photo,
vru prut for 2 fonts. Hend jon r n&iuabnd address to tbe
tOtS

lsVNTUM VAKNfMI lO.,llruaiyu,N.Y.
othr stsrehas only
"DIFIANCI" IS

man Isn't necessarily an artist
because he draws comparisons.
A

W7N7UT"

same pries ana
SUPKIUOft
QUALITY

U ounce

D E NVE

r7N0T4 61 9117"

Faint ?

Hare yea weak heart, dizzy feelinfs, oppressed
breathing after meats P Or do you experience pain
over the heart, shortness ol breath on oin
rs

and the many distressing symptoms which indicate
poor circulation and bad blood P A heart tonic
blood and
that has stood the test of
pover 40 years ol cures it
body-build- er

Dr. Pierce

s Golden Medical Discovery

The heart becomes regular at clock-wor-

The red
blood corpuscles are increased in number and the
nerves In turn are well fed. The arteriet are filled
with good rich blood. That it why nervous debility,
Irritability, fainting spells, disappear and are over
come by this alterative extract oi medicinal roots
put up by Dr. Pierce without the use of alcohol.
Atk VOur neighbor. Manv have heen cured nf
aorofulout eondiriona, ulcers, "fever-tores,- "
white swellings, etc, by taking
Dr. Pierce't Discovery. Jutt the refreshing and vitalizing tonio needed for
excessive tissue watte, In oonvaletoenoe from fevert or for
anasmio,
people. Stick to thit tafe and tane remedy and refute all " Jutt
"
kindt
offered by the dealer who it looking for a larger profit. Noth
t good
ing will do you half aa much good at Dr. Pieroe't Golden Medical Ditoovery.
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The strong, steady light.
Rayo lamps and lanterns give most light for the oil they burn.
Do not flicker. Will not blow or Jar out.
Simple, reliable and durable and sold st a price Ihst will surprise you.
Ask your dsslsr to show you bis lias of Rsyo limps sad Isnterns, or writs to
say ateasy of

Continental Oil Company
(IneofpeitUd)
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SYNOPSIS

ing up to the hotel? If you do not
come or send me a check quickly, I
The story opens with a scream from shall have to sell some of the Jewels.
March In the opera box of Mri.
Sjrothy
"MILLICENT."
a wealthy widow. It li
when' Mrs. Mlssloner's necklace
That was all. Whether that "all"
the
over
diamonds
all
breaks, scattering
fhe floor. Curtis Oriswold and Bruxton was much or little, Brltz, offhand, was
Sands, society men In love with Mrs. Mis- not
prepared to say. The use of Grt
sioned gather up the gems. Grlswold
wold's given name at the beginning
on what Is supposed to be the
Steps Maharanee and crushes It. A
of the note apparently meant a good
It was not the genuine. An
expert later pronounces all the stones deal. But who was MUUcent? In the
substitutes ror in original, une or the course of his probing of the Mlssloner
mlselng diamonds la found In the roomn diamond
it
mystery, Britz had canvassed
noicomo, connaenuai compan-oJ Kiinor
of Mrs. Mlssloner. She Is arrested, the complete
visiting list of everyone
belief
Mrs.
Mlesloner'e
notwithstanding
In her Innocence. Meantime, In an up- who was in the opera box on the night
town mansion, two Hindoos, who are In when the
falsity of the Maharanee
America to recover the Maharanee,
the arrest. Detectives Brits takes diamond was discovered. He had had
of compiled a social
Bp the case. He aska the
register of everyone
ffr. Fitch, Elinor's
fiance, In running
down the real criminal. Brits learns that Interested In the case everyone that
duplicates of Mrs. Mlssloner's diamonds Mrs. Mlssloner, Sands, Oriswold, Miss
on the order of
made In
Sere Holcomb.Paris
While walking Brits Is Holcomb, Miss March, and the Swaml
seised, bound and gagged by Hindoos. He knew. In all that long roster there
U Imprisoned In a deserted house, but
makes his escape. Ho Is convinced that was no one named "Mllllcent." Neither,
the Hindoos are materially Interested In for that matter, was there a "Milcase. Pretending to be a reporter,
She Interviews the Swaml as to the rare dred." There the signature was, too
of India. Brits learns of an In- clear to admit of any mistake. . The
sane diamond expert on Ward's Island
and decides to Interview him. He learns writing was excellent, and while it did
enough to believe that either Bands or not go to the extreme of the current
Oriswold employed the Insane man to
make counterfeits of the Mlssloner rems. fashion In chlrography, It was what
Oriswold Intimates to Brits that Sands Brits called In his vivid vernacular
js on the verge of failure. Bands' home
s burglarized by two Hindoos, who are "clajjsy.".
"EVef seen that fist before?" asked
captured by Brits,

JJt

pat

at
rather earlier than usual, dined with recall that your famous diamond
a
one time was regarded with religious
only little Dorothy March as a vis-of my
vis, and, after an hour or so spent in reverence by a large number
with idolworking out pretty problems witn. mln, I am not in sympathy
her youthful protegee, rang for her atry. Therefore, I cannot tell you what
limousine and was whirled away to a degree of sanctity attaches to tne
dance at the home of one ot her dear stone in the eyes of those to whom it
five hundred friends. Mrs. Mlssioners once belonged."

Had anyone been standing immedi
arrival was an Instant triumph, a royal progress. She laughed and chatted ately behind Mrs. Mlssloner's chair In
with men who adored her, and with such a position as to look Into tne
women who would have done the same depths of the Oriental's eyes, Instead
of gazing upward at them and so
if they had not been women.
Yet there was a monotony aooui u missing the angle ot truth as Mrs.
all to her, for although she was fond Mlssloner from ber position could only
of society, she had seen the same do, he would have seen In those Inky
faces, beard the same small talk, lis- depths a gleam that belled the suave
tened to the same music, and danced disclaimer of the priest Mrs. Mlsthe same dances many, many times m sloner did not see It, and it was with
the course of the season. Just when no sensation of discomfort, therefore,
her vague wish for the unusual was that she returned the Swaml's bow
ot as he moved away to Join a group of
shaping Itself Into a materialization
the grisly phantom, boredom, a little people.
stir at the entrance to the ballroom
Mrs. Mlssloner. In the most comfort
heralded the arrival of a man who able way In the world, laid her hand
of on
the arm of Curtis Oriswold, and
quickly drove the little drab devil
MlsMrs.
upon
his
ennui from
perch
recrossed the floor to make up a set
sloner's satin shoulder.
of lancers. She would have been unThe newcomer was a tall person, comfortable, Indeed, and even the
Swaml would have bad a dim
wearing the ordinary evening attire
of gentlemen, with addition, nowever. sense of something unusual, had they
of a showy turban that crownea nis known that every word they exchang
snow ed was overheard by another swarthy
'
the detective as he handed the note to
long black hair, like a wreath of
CHAPTER XVII. (Continued.)
u man in Occidental attire who stood
Sands.
unon a darkling mountain-siae- .
Mrs.
to
tell
second
no
needed
shook his head.
The
glance
millionaire
behind a screen. The second EasternHer.
"You are not Terr clever," he, said,
8he Had Known for a Long Time That Sands Wss In Love With
that
Mlssloner that they had already met er, he of the-- screen, gazed after Mrs.
Brltz
was
reflected,
While
it
true,
"but anyway, you're a
She knew It long before the Swaml's Mlssloner menacingly, and fixed nis
the big man was known as "Silent"
as dark
body of men. What do you think ot Sands In Wall Street society, he was
manner,
detective's
the
but
nimity,
"Now,
you
eyes swung their twin search eyes the next moment on the broad
tenant," said Sands slowly.
yourselves, anyhow T Think you'll cut certainly more economical of words see, I am not. My time Is too valu- he saw It was offensive. Sands sen light glance in her direction. Mrs. back of the Swaml with a look ireigni-e-d
out this 'second story' game? Or than
ously meditated for an Instant an at- Mlssloner recognized readily the myswith suspicion. He shrugged bis
anyone he had ever known In his able."
man orinup otmrnrer of the onera box. It
will you content yourselves with the
to
the
do
to
Headquarters
grasp
tempt
are
life. Aloud, he continued:
what
you
going
after the manner of a
shoulders
"Well,
safer occupation of dips? My private
seen about these fellows?" asked Brltz.
by the collar, rush him to tne aoor, was the first time she had seen Frenchman toned by long contact witn
never
have
sure
"Are
you
you
advice to you Is to try hencoops for a
and drop him down at least one flight him since the night In which she dis Saxon restraint, and unpretentiously
at all like that before?"
"Oh, don't you bother about them,
while. Cut out the big circuit, and go any wrlUng
care
of stairs. The sleuth's coolness and covered the falsity of her jewels. For made a
can
e
I
take
of the room until
"I
was
said Sands.
guess
Another shake of the head
and get a reputation.".
courage avoided any unpleasantness a moment, the sight ot his swart face at a distance of a few yards he faced
de- - of them."
to
the
onlv
concession
Sands'
How much of his biting Irony, If
host and
"I guess you'll guess again," said ot that sort, and his unwilling
piercing eyes recalled the pang the turbaned scholar. His eyebrows
detective's right to question him. He
him
any, the Orientals understood they
his
upon
grip
regained
to
take
quickly
with which she had learned oi tne loss lifted. The unspoken question was
Is
if
the
to
"for
back
Headquargoing
note
anybody
the
Brits,
gave
did not Indicate. They only gazed at
of the Maharanee diamond. So It was answered by an unnoticeable shake of
who returned to the circle care of these gentlemen, behold in self.
him In dumb misery, evidently in ex- ters man,
re
was
situation
of
the
caretaker."
tension
The
with a most gracious smile that she the Swaml's head. Further questions
little
Incandescent
lamp me the only original
ot
under the
pectation of an Ignoble end. They fol andlight
laxed by the buzzing of the electric Interrupted an Introduction by her and answers flashed telepathlcally beHindoos.
to
the
turned
Brits
It
Meanwnue,
studied
again.
lowed Brits with their Joint gaze as
tween those two pairs of vividly black
on with his search of the
"Now. then, you dusky beauties, bell at the outer door of the apart hostess and said:
he paced up and down the room, both Sands went
somewhat
as
of
a
entrance
me."
the
and
with
met
ment
recently,"
as
come
not
clever
was
We
have
along
quite
second Oriental. He
suppose you
eyes, and a little later the men thempitifully watchful, and manifestly In his movements as Brltz, and when
them?" askea sanas. blustering bellboy with an announce- she touched the tips of her wnite selves paused for an Instant In pasto
carry
"Going
most wholesomely afraid.
to conceal something, he sig
Brltz blushed; yes, Brltz fairly and ment that a patrol wagon was at the gloved fingers to those of the Ori singan instant that was not too short
"You saw part of what these chaps be tried
For the detective, though squarely blushed. In his momentary door and two policemen were asking ental. She went on: "You see i am for an exchange of words.
were doing, Mr. Bands," said Brltz, nally failed.
were fastened on exasperation at the millionaire's stub for Detective Brltz of Headquarters, more composed than at our last meet
his
"As I told you, Prince," said the)
seemingly
eyes
"but what you saw was only the last
were
not
I
to Oriswold, saw bornness he had forgotten tnat not who was visiting Mr. Sands.
you
dare
addressed
say,
but
note
the
then,
ing;
Swaml, "she was not a party to it"
of It I want to tell you the way they
out of only the hands, but also the feet ot
them up," said Brltz, wast troubled. Jewels, you know, mean so
take
millionaire
something
the
"Bring
"Your proof?"
went through this room was amazing.
Oriental's tunlo and then slip It the Orientals were bound. However, ing no further time on courtesy. Then much to a woman."
"She believes her husband pur! hope you didn't lose many valu- the
he was not to be disconcerted, and It he turned to the millionaire and said
his waistcoat pocket.
"Some Jewels mean more, Mrs. Mls chased It from Her Royal Highness-- its
into
ables."
he
"I wouldn't have brought the patrol sloner." said the Swaml suavely.
namesake."
"Something else, eh?" asked Brltz, was with sufficient readiness that
Sands, In his slow way, assured the
u you wnua thoroughly understand tne sense oi
"And the other?"
nere, Mr. sanas, is
nodded.
replied:
wagon
Sands
detective that It was not likely the
A loss In fact, the bereavement that
You don't suppose I take my pris been a little more considerate.
"He is here."
iiin.j uiln mn cnA 'haf it la?"
searchers had found anything he
s
could have came upon you when you found that
like a mem- couple of
streets
men
the
de
oners
"Watch him!"
head
through
his
slowly,
shook
Sands
but the
would miss very greatly;
ber of the Traffic Squad, do you? taken these fellows to the police sta beautiful necklace was not what you
"Assuredly."
cislvelv.
satisfied.
was
not
man
Headquarters
when a man had supposed It to be."
the dfsrinlea at work?"
Where's
tlon
telephone?"
but,
your
enough;
easily
the
he
"What's
objection?"
of
the proceeding,
The mystery
Instrument and through a rush of emotion to the
the
Indicated
Sands
Mlssloner
must be finished by now. 1
Thev
Mrs.
can
"I
that
not
rather
Is
imagine,"
possibly
"It
anything
was Inclined to think, did not begin
3100 brain, or for some other reason
for
called
and
it
unfatook
not
up
Britz
are
the
million
signal at any moment"
the
expect
returned, "that you
and end with the Orientals. It was interest you." returned
makes faces at the law as openly as miliar with the fact that it was the
Is well."
Soring.
"It
aire.
searched
had
possible, of course, they
Oriswold should have had one of
Headquarters?" he asked over tne you have done, why, let the law take loss of one stone among the many
"How do you know that, Mr.
Sands' room simply as a matter of
a
Brltz.
is
Have
wagon
this
I
wire.
me."
Its
"Yes,
course,
most enjoyable evenings of his
say."
the
which really grieved
routine In the same way that at the Sands?" asked the detective.
sent from the West Thirtieth Street
a dignified silence
maintained
life. Uncertain of her heart's atti
Sands
Sands
said
emphatfriend,"
know
It,"
do
would
"I
"You
good
my
are
right,
first opportunity they probably
Station to the St. Barnabas Apartment as a pair of bluecoats, stumbling over returned the Swaml. "I will not pre- tude toward Sands, eagerness to avert
earch the home of everyone who lcally.
house. No, dont send tne reserves; a bearskin rug in the library, came tend to be ignorant of the value you the problem for a few hours made
that,1
about
know
"Well. I don't
might be connected In any way with
best lust sent a couple of men. Good-by.- "
the
into the suite, and at a sign from attached to the central gem the Ma- Mrs. Mlssloner seem more wining w
I'm
"I
think
returned.
Britz
Yet
the Mlssloner jewel robbery.
than
turned ana racea Brltz, seized the shrinking Orientals
he
I
As
he
off,
as
rang
interests
me;
and,
of
what
haranee diamond. You are not alone" be monopolized by the clubman other
omethlng stirred uneasily In Brltz's judge
were
host.
under
In
any
his
been
lifted,
the
have
one
would
One
active
was
she
by
prisoners
part
He checked himself abruptly. "It
mind as he reflected on the possibility have played a pretty
as
"Mr. Sands,'" said he, "there are neck and heels, and taken to the pa
to me the
which well might command af- circumstances. Who so debonair
stone
a
that the coming of the Orientals held this little Incident, It seems
I
would
which
beautiful
about
two
one
or
led
the
could
of
he
points
curl
course,
when
was
trol
is
Brltz,
to
Grlswold
my
do
can
Time
wagon.
gratify
from its possessor.
a deeper significance. What if they least you
iika tn talk to vou this evening. I have had the bandages about their fection
the mazes or me
when devotion would have been the widow through
had reason to believe they would sure- osity."
be
and
with her
directly
to
decame
floated
been
you
frankly
have
would
or
it
for
Sands'
nuare
was
feet
will
dance,
I
removed,
not,"
room?
word."
"Well,
In
that
ly ?nd what they sought
I found one of your cards in
of the
on
cause
pothe
to
are
those
to
we
let
melody
room
safe
while
sturdy
floor
"And
the
the
answer.
about
across
perfectly
were strolling
If Sands did not know there was Jus- fiant
me the possession of a man who, while licemen escort them to the sidewalk as They
Who more wormy oi
let
dis- Gitana waltz?
corner
Lieutenant
Brltz,
a
In
he
did
the
and
subject,
talked,
why
they
tification for the search,
to understand tne mentally unbalanced, knows some In the ordinary way; but Brltz wa tant from the music the widow seated the homage due a conquistador as he
take It so calmly? It did not seem say I should like
Maharanee dia only human. The memory of the grip
fake
the
about
rooms.
thing
to
visit
my
of
your
herself on a Louis Qulnze chair and paraded the wealthy woman's acquiesnatural for a man to keep his temper purpose
mond. After arriving here, I had the In which those very men had held him
would
you?'
would,
cence to his open wooing the length
you
Invaded
"Oh,
been
had
whose apartments
to serve you in the way In the ride along Riverside Drive, of said, almost coaxlngly:
onnortunlty
more
know
anaDDed
Britz.
and breadth of the most brilliant and
sure
had
you
feel
"I
ao thoroughly. If the millionaire
pretty
And 1
property.
of
your
desolate
of
the
solitude
protecting
Sands
replied
the
than
should,"
exclusive ballroom in Fifth Avenue?
smothering
Jewel
"I
of
certainly
that
about the history
expressed any Indignation he, Brltz,
find you peeping wasted no time In meeting wun you. apartment house, and the struggle I do."
to
home
Become
"I
It was not to be expected that Curtis,
satisfied.
better
would have felt
You see fit to Ignore my efforts In that which had followed, came to him in
and
in
cona
hole
my
portiere,
thrnuirh
under such conditions, could be anySwaml's
had
was
only
the
"Indeed!"
tides, what was it the Hindoos
I may say that if It the moment when he was on the point
although
direction,
whom
with
apparent
two
Easterners,
thing but gay. He glittered. His of
cession.
taken from Sands' desk? Sands had
to do, going had not been for me these second-stor- y of ordering the unfettering of the
had
said
the
have
nothing
sparkled like the receiver
Indeed,"
and
as
Indeed
ly
you
they
"Yes,
not seen them take anything,
would have been up
De long
that
struck
specialists
a
otner
With
instrument Little Dorothy
desk
and
"Of
wireless
grin
a
my
little
captives.
through
a
laugh.
he
with
got
gay
widow,
were ending their search when
uu
I rather think I am entitled to or down tne nre escape
terror to their cringing Eastern eonte. course, a sage cannot be expected to March was so Impressed by the exthe first glimpse of them. Brltz ings.
blocks awav long before you could he said to them:
and animation ot
and the wherefore.
occupy his thoughts with anything so ceptional gallantry
watched Sands closely to see if the know the why
clubman so
Mr. Sands,' have caught them. I do not mind tell
fond
silk
of
are
so
are,
think
neau
two
"I
you
"You
delighted
artists
rather
the
anxihowever
palpably
a
as
turn
diamond,
frivolous
millionaire's eyes would
even though
that
Sands,
Mr.
that it was
mind
you,
in
I
wear
don't
those
fact
telling
ing
"and
let
I'll
if
I
Britz.
said
you
impressed,
that guess
furniyou deeply
tlful. Yet I am convinced that
at
you
rush
ously toward that part of his
Harvard,
center
were
of
that
evening
see
to
you
here
you privately,
ornaments, belittle while longer."
were to unbend from your meditations long ere the memory
ture. He almost started when the first vou I came
of
see these are not quick enough for Central Office
recollections
to
recent
time
in
more
In
were
Britz
Just
scan
arrived
faded
to
gone,
and
your
When
bis
tbjjfllndoog
of
the occult long enough
move Sands made, after finishing
find some
when
you
And
men.
now,
and
Theater
fire
and
to
Forrest
emescape
that
in
with
said
and
facts
nougats
chocolate
to
drop
turned
Sands,
memory, you would recall
task of binding the prisoners, was to. gentlemen
After that thing on one of these men that may
window.
connection with It that would be very matinees.
phasis:
Insaunter with a careless air across the come In by that
to
me,
Interest
of
be
not
the
or
of witnessing
may
Now, the question Is, would Curtis
"If you experience a change of Interesting to me."
room and, in passing, glance swiftly I bad the pleasure
with which tney ransacaea stead of letting me see it, or telling
so Grlswold have been as
shall
I
he
for
reason
Mr.
very
Sands,
glad
I
heart
your
inquire
wora
"May
and questlonlngly into the pigeon- dexterity
vou chiffonier, your desk, your oea me Its contents I'd take your
If he had known that a letter addressto hear from you In regard o what thinking, dear madam?"
holes whence the thieves had abbed, your chairs, your for It you stuff it into your pocket you found on your dark friend. Of
to him was intercepted at the door
your
ed
side
table,
on
that
your
reaFonable
articles
request
"It is a
stracted the mysterious
me to go to blazes. Moreover,
tell
room,
and
tne
in
else
same mansion in Millionaires'
own
acand
In
are
everything
this
of
ruga,
your
course, since you
part," she replied. "I remember my
so actively engaged Brltz's always
vtttvtae you will explain to me the rea when I ask you what disposition you rooms, and lnce the article was evi- husband told me the stone had come Row by a swarthy gentleman of Oritive curiosity.
in want made of these burglars, you
in this place by the fel- from the treasure casket of the most ental aspect, who had dazzled the unthey havo such a deep Interest
"It's about up to us to do a little son
toil me it's none of my bust dently stolen
with a
vour
arrangements!
housekeeping
Brltz.
low, I cannot compel you, without a beautiful queen In India Is not that suspecting district messenger
searching now, isn't it?" asked
Whether ho
Mavbe you will do a little more ex
see
of
me
of
let
to
gold?
diahad
deal
gleaming
Maharanee
trouble,
the
called
have
Is
men
tip
It
great
why
"These bright young
Brltz rocked on his heels and thrust it.
Lieutenant Britz," said the
would remains a question. Grlswold
It Is not at all certain it would be mond?"
their innings, and I believe it's our plaining
"You will observe that his hands Into his pockets with force worth my while to take that trouble;
mnnrtnir.
never knew It, hut Prince Kananda,
Mr.
to
difficult
the
be
would
explain
"It
of
his
turn at bat. What do you say,
displeasure
that was eloquent
I said these fellows had no con
a swift persual ot the note In a
when
befone very nasne of every great diamond in
dawn
after
upon
but
it
you
may
wen.
Bands?"
a nnvbodv who knew him
I qualified the asser
with
you,
necUon
will
secluded
well
worth
his
be
It
smoking room, lost no time
nodded
your
Swaml
that
the
said
evasively,
Rends said nothing. He
Now. let me tell you, Mr. Sands," long
Mr. Sands, not only to let sae see "Since your husband gave you a his- in letting the Swaml know It and It
while,
business
Is
my
head In assent, however, and Brltz be- tion?"
on.
it
"that
ho wnt
as
"Oh, that was very good of you,
but to tell me everything you tpry ot the stone, surely you cannot was worthy of note, though perhaps
gan a search of the Orientals fully
what becomes of these prisoners, the thing, It. Good
Brltz.
said
about
know
night, Mr. Sands." doubt Its authenticity.?"
nobody noticed it, that within a very
had
performed
exhaustive as that they
are going to the Tenderloin PoThey
continued.
Rands
was
widow
ominous
few minutes after their second meetAnd there
something
"Oh, of course not," said the
of burglary
on the room. Before he had gone far
should like to know right here lice Station, and a charge
as"I
of
recent
the
more
detective's
Its
click
to
In
in
the
not
volunteered
Is
ing In the ballroom, Prince and scholar
"It
military
regard
blotter
Sands
on
the
In his quest,
entered
now Just how far this qualifica is going to be
and
across
the
took their separata leave of their hostfolds
I
walked
am
he
as
you.
the
heels
echoing
questioning
history that
them."
sistance, and each explored
against
extends.
tion
think you know not only all the tra ess, and sped northwesterly in closed
marquetry to the elevator.
of the Hindoos' raiment with the
"I am not going to prosecute them,
Mr. Sands," answered the
of
"Well,
be
dltions hinging upon It, but that you automobiles that raced neck and neck
expected
clumsiness that might
his cigar an id Sands.
he
as
relighted
of
XVIII.
sort
CHAPTER
are also conversant with Its Journey- far beyond the speed limit
men not accustomed to that
nh. vou're not. aren't you? Well,
nd disDosed himself in the most com
Little society reporters. In frock
Britz.
lngs through your native land before
returned
work.
"Any
will."
bevou
I think
Mafortable of attitudes In the chair
of
hodden gray, scribbled for the city
ot
Dance.
the
the
than
The
the
became
Glittering
it
possession
more
swiftly
like
prosecuting
Brltz, working
"there are a good many way, if you don't feel
the
desk,
of the morning papers the inside
was
was
editions
much
whom
affected
husband
Mlssloner
find.
It
Doris
from
my
haranee
I them. I'll do It myseir. mis case
millionaire, made his first
to
like
explain.
we
may
would
important information
she
have
ternationally
bought It"
a sheet of notepaper of fashionable things
belongs to more deeply than
for instance, to know how nnt in vour hands now; It New
of that evening waa ono
should
like,
ball
writwhen
the
she
the
read
that
been
Mrs.
had
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Well Oeveaed.

"Tommy," said the teacher, "how do
they ascertain tht measurement of a,
"I fets they measure It
Teasel
with a nary yard," was the unexpected reply.
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Valuable
Albumen is msde from blood secured at the. parking bouses and used
for setting the colors of printed fabrics. Ashes from the hickory and
cobs used in smoking meats are used
for fertiliser. Certain bard bone Is
ground up and used for case hardening steel. In this process the steel
implement is heated while immersed
In the powdered bone. Glue is made
from the hoofs and slnews.of animals.
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Makei s of combined jLiincI Grnd-vv- k
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AT THE NEW SHOP IN THE
SAN JON, ALSO

wagonvvork
Horseshoeing and
OF EXPERIENCE.
DONE BY MEN

INTERNATIONAL

scriPHoi slen-i- d
Indus-lisi- if

West.
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The price of Tin; lacllic Monthly
Is f t r.o u year. To Introduce It to
new readers, It will be sent fur sis
months for $ 50 If this paper Is men
Honed.
Port
Address: Paciflo Monthly,
land, Oregon

j
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Bank Of Commerce,

r.riland.

Thn
iiiubcr contain dan art Ida on suc-c- as with Cherries. Tho October number contained a beautifully Illustrated article on S' ccew In Grwlnjf
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NEW MEXICO.

Business.

W. F. BUCHANAN, Pres.
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Capital $50,000.
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MORRIS, Vice Pros,
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Tee Elk Drug Store ,
Tucumcari, N. M.
Complete line of Drugs Sundrit s
Mail Orders and Prescriptions Given Special Attention.
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Take advantage of these prices and save money on Dry Goods, Cloth
ing, underwear, Groceries & etc.
Underwear

Groceries
We now have a complete line of Dried Fruits that
are Fresh and Fine.'
Prunes

....

per lb.

Seedless Raisins

xi

Pried Peaches

"

15

.rercan

xo

Best Sunar Corn
8

Hars Diamond

I

Gallon Pancake Drip Syrup..

C

i
i'
i

t

"

.... .5

"

"

Angle-foo-

I

"

Bear Drand Sorgum

d

.50.
55- -

"... 1.30.
3

100 Pounds Spuds
I pkgs, Rolled Oats
" Corn Flakes
3

Our rrpular Fifty ctrt Mtrs' bfavj FUeced and
ctnts.
4
Ril bd IJpderwtar now going at

We now have a complete line of Dress Goods in
Woolens, Silks., Ginghams, Calicoes and etc.
H a vinn bought a b le oKuting Flannel direct from
the mills, we ate bow able to Rive our patron the Hest
io cents.
Outing possible for.,

I2li ct. value Bleaching

to

"

ct. " Domestic
lilt ct. " Outing
Very Best Calico
65 ct. Dress Goods

10

"

lA

35.

I

We have in stock the BEST & BIGGEST line of
Uuderwear ever shown here. As we are heavily overstocked in this line, 30U can t t remarks Hp harp,ain

cents.

Soap

to lbs, Lard Compound
10 " Pure Lard

11

8i

"

Dry Goods

95- -

Hamilton Brown Shoes

"Bcgy Test"

And we can supply all your wants from the finest to
the heaviest footwear at prices that will please you.

Hats

35- 25- -

Complete line Worth Hats latest styles

in all sizes.

6

"

50

"

Clothing
We are now giving a discount of JO per ctnl off
of all Clothing and Pants, and we are ottering somr
exceptional bargains in this line.

We have just received a fresh car of Old Homestead Flour.

THE SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

can

"

it

C. L. OWEN, Mgr.
Wholesale and Retail
DEALERS IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE
NEW MEX.
ION.

i

